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HUKAMNAMA CONSPIRACY!
[EDITORIAL]

When a Sikh speaks of a Hukamnama he or she is commonly referring to
the Hukamnama taken from Guru Granth Sahib, whether it is the one
relayed worldwide from Darbar Sahib, from the neighborhood Gurdwara
or from the scriptures at home. The Encyclopedia of Sikhism defines it as:
“ A compound of two Persian words hukam, meaning command or order,
and namah, meaning letter, refers in the Sikh tradition to letters sent by the
Gurus to their Sikhs or sangats in different parts of the country. Currently,
the word applies to edicts issued from time to time from the five
Takhats…”. It is the latter that is now the center of controversy.
If we examine the hukamnamas during the period of most recent three
Jathedars, Ranjit Singh Ghataura, Puran Singh and Joginder Singh
Vedanti, they were not only controversial but also part of a grand
conspiracy. It is also clear that the unquestioned supremacy of Akal
Takhat in the hearts and minds of Sikhs has been abused by corrupt
politicians to silence their critics and win personal favors from Delhi at the
expense of the Panth through appointments of yes-men subservient to them
as Jathedars. They have used these incompetent weaklings to pass
hukamnamas that serve their agenda and annul those that bring them grief.
They have further succeeded in making the position of the Jathedar of
Akaal Takhat synonymous with the Akaal Takhat itself. Herein lies the
danger. Even the most educated Sikhs can be mislead into believing that
any opposition to any ‘hukamnama’, right or wrong, from Akaal Takhat is
tantamount to disrespect to the seat of Almighty and therefore ‘anti Panthic’. It is this ‘anti-Panthic’ ruse that master manipulator Manjit
Singh Calcutta is now using against those who are organizing the
October 26th Conference at Chandigarh. Tribune News Service carries
the following in its Amritsar, October 5, 2003 edition:
“Sammelan challenge to Takht says Calcutta. Dubbing the proposed ‘World
Sikh Sammelan’ as ‘anti-Panthic’ the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee
(SGPC) today decided to take up the issue in the Dharm Prachar Committee and
executive committee meeting, scheduled to be held at Fatehgarh Sahib on October
10. Meanwhile, Mr. Manjit Singh Calcutta, Chief Secretary, SGPC (honorary),
held a meeting with Giani Joginder Singh Vedanti, Jathedar, Akal Takht, to discuss
this topic even as Akal Takht Secretariat and SGPC offices were flooded with
letters from all over the world opposing the ‘World Sikh Sammelan’ scheduled to
be held at Chandigarh on October 26. Mr. Calcutta said that it was a matter of
concern that certain Sikh leaders, who considered themselves to be an authority on
Sikhism, had openly challenged the age-old institution of Akal Takht and its
‘Hukamnama’. Mr. Calcutta said that such a development amounted to divide the
Sikh masses. Mr. Calcutta said that if the organisers of the proposed ‘Sikh
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Sammelan’ went ahead with the function, it would be considered as
a direct challenge to the ‘sovereignty’ of Akal Takht. He said the
SGPC and its Dharm Prachar Committee might recommend to the
Jathedar to declare the organisers as ‘Tankhaiya’ (guilty of
religious misconduct). The SGPC alleged that the proposed
sammelan was being held by certain anti-Panthic forces, which was
clear from the agenda given to the press. Mr. Calcutta said that no
Sikh could tolerate any challenge to Akal Takht. Akal Takht had
already convened an emergency meeting of Sikh clergy here on
October 8 to discuss the proposed Sikh Sammelan. Akal Takht
sources had already made it clear that the organisers of the proposed
conference would have to face the music as it was being held after
the excommunication of Mr. Gurbax Singh Kala Afghana from the
Sikh Panth. The Sikh Students Federation had also announced
that ‘come what may’ the proposed Sikh Sammelan would not
be allowed to be held.”

Could these people who are declaring World Sikh Sammelan
on October 26, 2003 as direct challenge to Akaal Takhat
Sahib explain to the Sikh Panth who is supreme? Shri Guru
Granth Sahib or Akaal Takhat? If Guru Granth is the
supreme and eternal Guru of the Sikhs then they should be
taking action against any challenge to SGGS first rather than
perceived challenge to the Akal Takhat. The side-by-side
‘Parkash’ of so called Dasam Granth and SGGS at Takhat
Patna Sahib and Takhat at Hazoor Sahib is grave challenge to
the supremacy of SGGS. They have either lost all sense of
proportion or they are helplessly following the dictates of
their political masters. Rather than taking action against the
culprit Jathedars for this blasphemous act they punish
gursikhs like Mohinder Singh Romana who object to it.
It is interesting to note that not only do Akali Dal parties
grow like mushrooms, so do Sant Smajs and Sikh Student
Federations. It is equally interesting that those calling
themselves Akalis are not really Akalis, those calling
themselves Sants are not really Sants and those calling
themselves Sikh Students are neither Sikhs nor Students.
Following is a news item in The Tribune News Service,
Amritsar, October 4, 2003 from one such Sikh Student
Federation:
“Federation vows not to allow Sikh conference. ‘The Sikh
Students Federation’ today announced that it won’t allow the
supporters of excommunicated Sikh Gurbax Singh Kala Afghana to
hold the proposed World Sikh Conference in Chandigarh on
October 26. Addressing a press conference here today, Mr.
Gurcharan Singh Grewal, the president of the federation, alleged
that the proposed conference was a direct challenge to the authority
of Akal Takht. He said to spread awareness among Sikh masses on
the issue, the federation would organize a seminar on October 14 at
Bhai Gurdas Hall here. The general secretary of the federation,
Prof. Sarchand Singh, said a six-member committee had been
formed to meet all Sikh organisations and the Akal Takht Jathedar
in this regard”.

It was Jathedar Ranjit Singh Ghataura who popularized the
term ‘sarkari’ Jathedar for his successor, Jathedar Puran
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Singh, but in essence all three were sarkari Jathedars, he of
Delhi Govt. and the last two of Badal Govt. Ranjit Singh
exonerated Tohra and Vedanti exonerated Badal and yet no
two people have done more harm to the Sikh nation than
this duo. In that they were helped by none other than Manjit
Singh Calcutta whose sense of ‘Panthic-sewa’ is so strong
that inspite of legal challenges to his position as Mr. SGPC
he is prepared to work as ‘honorary Chief Secretary’. It was
he along with Ahluwalia (then Congress MP now BJP) who
engineered the appointment of Ranjit Singh as Jathedar of
Akal Takhat while in prison, his release in 1996 fully three
years before the 300th Tercentenary of The Khalsa so that
he could plan its failure and issuance of visa to the United
States in Dec. 1998, a visa that was clearly a violation of
United States’ laws. Visa waiver would have been legal but
not the visa. Now that Ranjit Singh has served the purpose,
he has been discarded as is the fate of Manjit Singh when
RAW would consider him a liability rather than an asset.
A two issue publication called “Kaumi Dard” carried a
story in its second and last issue of January-March 1997
under the heading ‘Sant Baba Amar Singh Ji Barundi
Walian Vallon Pakhandian Nu Sakhat Tarhna’. It was a
clear case of pot calling kettle black. In that Amar Singh
pledges to obey every order emanating from Akaal Takhat.
We knew immediately that that did not bode well. Master
stroke of all the hukamnamas that Ranjit Singh was made to
issue was the notorious langar hukamnama which the
readers are familiar with. But what probably they are not
familiar with is that its application was to be selective with
British Columbia, Canada and especially a Gurdwara in
Surrey the real target. At that time seven British Columbians
were excommunicated, one of them even murdered and one
did not have the courage of his conviction and appeared at
Akaal Takhat. Two of them are still Presidents of the same
Gurdwaras. Ironically the most recent excommunicatee, S.
Gurbakhsh Singh Kala Afghana, is also a British
Columbian. This is such a blessed land!
On April 25, 1935 five Sikh scholars had a meeting of the
‘Dharmik Slahkar Committee’ and passed a resolution
authorizing placement of chairs in the Gurdwaras in
foreign countries. Full text of that resolution and the names
of participants are given below in Punjabi. Ask yourselves a
question: Is Ranjit Singh any match for Kahn Singh Nabha,
Prin. Jodh Singh, Prof. Teja Singh, Prof. Ganga Singh and
Jathedar Mohan Singh? Ranjit Singh can overturn their
resolution without winking an eye but no one can over turn
his? No one can overturn Vedanti’s hukamnama but he can
overturn all of Puran Singh’s? This SGPC Dharam Parchar
Committee that Manjit Singh Calcutta is threatening the
potential participants in the Oct. 26th conference with is
really an Adharam Parchar Committee consisting of
derawalas and sold out intellectuals. If there is a split in
the Panth the entire responsibility lies with this
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committee, Manjit Singh Calcutta, Tohra and Badal.
Dfrimk slfhkfr kmytI dI dUjI iekwqrqf, 25 apRYl 1935 nUM idn dy 11:30
vjy ‘sLhId iswK imsLnrI kflj dy gurduafry ivKy arMB hoeI. hyT ilKy mYNbr
sfihbfn ny drsLn idwqy:1[ sR: b: sR: kfhn isMG jI nfBf 2[ pRo: joD isMG jI 3[ pRo: qyjf isMG jI 4[
pRo: gMgf isMG jI
5[ jQydfr mohn isMG jI
hyT ilKy vyrvy anusfr srb-sMmqI nfl kfrvfeI hoeI:XUrp jF amrIkf afid dysLF ivwc ijwQy ik Dfrimk asQfnF ivwc kursIaF qy
bYTx df irvfj hY aYsI QFeIN jy guru gRMQ sfihb df pRkfsL AuwcI QF qy krky jy
hyTF kursIaF qy bYiTaf jfey qF koeI hrj nhIN.
pusqk ‘pMQk mqy’, sMpfdk ikrpfl isMG (zfktr), pRkfsLk zf[ mfn isMG inrMkfrI
rItfierz ipRMsIpl mYzIkl kflj aMimRqsr.

A true Sikh is he who makes society’s, truthful’s and weak’s
problem his own just as the Gurus did. That is what Prof.
Gurtej Singh and his companions have done. To me they are
the true Sikhs. They are not challenging Akaal Takhat. They
are questioning the qualifications, method of hiring, firing,
duties, responsibilities and abuse of power that the Jathedars
have assumed. (See ‘Save Sikhi To Be Saved’ p.4) We are hearing
stories about Atty. Gurcharanjit Singh Lamba calling up
those associated with Missionary Colleges and threatening
them with excommunication if they attend the conference on
26th as if it is he who makes decisions about who to
excommunicate, which probably he does. We have Manjit
Singh Calcutta practicing stick and carrot policy with some
prominent educators i.e. first threatening them and then
offering SGPC funds to author a book. There are others
engaged in similar acts of intimidation and falsehood. We
will tell you about them in the next issue.
It is appropriate here to look back at the editorial in the July
2000 issue of The Sikh Bulletin:
Sikhi Reform Movement
In the beginning of the 21st century we find ourselves facing
the same problems as the founders of the 19th century Singh
Sabha Lehr and the 20th century Akali Lehr. The former
saved Sikhi from annihilation in post Ranjit Singh era and the
latter liberated Gurdwaras from the Mahants. The tasks
before us in the 21st century are to reform Sikhi and then
propagate it among not only those who are born into Sikh
families but also among the people of other faiths and no
faiths. Deras have flourished at the expense of Gurdwaras.
In the vacuum created by the absence of SGPC missionaries
in the villages and the world stage, Babas, Sants, Shiromani
Sants and yogis have replaced Mahants and in most cases
flourished with the covert and not so covert support of the
SGPC officialdom. As is clear from the events of May 14th,
2000 gathering at Akal Takhat convened by the acting
Jathedar Joginder Singh Vedanti not much has changed.
Only strategy has changed. Jathedar Ranjit Singh, after a
long period of throwing his weight around, had called a
‘Sarbat Khalsa’ consisting primarily of Sant Smaj when he
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realized his days were numbered. Vedanti is being smarter
by creating an image of Panthic involvement in the
beginning of his tenure of office. This is the same person
who got every ‘Who is who’ of SGPC to praise and endorse
his compilation of the vulgar and blasphemous book,
‘Gurbilas Patshahi – 6’. (See Sikh Bulletin of May and June 2000 for
critical analysis of that book. It was Manjit Singh Calcutta who financed its
publication at the expense of SGPC).

In a mature and civilized society leaders step aside when
they have made blunders whether advertent or inadvertent.
That unfortunately is not the case with us. Jathedar Vedanti,
although saying all the right things, sounds hollow because
he gave in to Badal’s pressure not to name RSS for its anti
Sikh Activities. Jathedars Kewal Singh and Manjit Singh
have already admitted to condoning wrong doings of and
signing along with Jathedar Ranjit Singh. As far as the
fence sitter Giani Mohan Singh is concerned, read about it
on p.2 of June 2000 Sikh Bulletin. These four gentlemen
who were in the forefront of this May 14th event must leave
the stage. They are not going to do that voluntarily, nor are
they going to be removed by the present hierarchy that
appointed them in the first place. What is needed is a
rebellion in the ranks of the SGPC and SAD that we in
diaspora should support. Alternative is complete break
with Punjab and creation of our own SGPC in diaspora
as proposed in the June 2000 Sikh Bulletin.
Hardev Singh Shergill

*****
HYPOCRISY OF MANJIT SINGH CALCUTTA
AND JATHEDARS
Hardev Singh Shergill

A news item in The October 4, 2003 issue of Punjab Times
carries a headline, ‘An appeal to Akaal Takhat Jathedar
to take action against Nanaksarias’. The issues was
brought to the fore by Khalsa Mission Council and
Jathedar Sukhdev Singh Bhaur and Manjit Singh Calcutta
have expressed concern. Khalsa Mission Council’s
complaint is two fold: Nanaksarias are publishing pictures
of Nand Singh and Isher Singh besides Guru Nanak’s and
they are still printing gutkas banned by Akaal Takhat. It
took SGPC 19 years to punish another Nanaksaria for
reconstructing Akaal Takhat after 1984 and that too after the
culprit died. Mark your calendars for the year 2022 for
action on this complaint.
We have in the past quoted instances where Vedanti has
made statements against derawalas for consumption in
Punjab and yet himself has gone and fraternalized with the
same people. Cases in point are his visits, atleast twice, to
the dera of ‘Sant Baba’ Daljit Singh in Chicago inspite of
ours and the sangat of Chicago’s Palatine gurdwara’s best
efforts to dissuade him. Similarly he has been visiting
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Nanaksaria Amar Singh’s deras in New Delhi and London
even after we personally gave him a dossier of legal
documents about him. The pictures below are worth a
thousand words. In Amar Singh’s Thaths his is the third
picture with Guru Nanak after Nand Singh and Isher Singh.

Amar Singh Barundi
World Class Con Artist
Impersonating as 13th Guru Nanak.

Jathedar Ranjit Singh
Accepting Rs. 51,000 Graft
From Amar Singh, Dec. 1996
Car came later.

Joginder Singh Vedanti with
his patron saint Nanaksaria
Thug Amar Singh Barundi.

Manjit Singh Calcutta
presenting siropa to
Amar Singh Barundi. Why?
What is he honoring?

*****
SAVE SIKHI TO BE SAVED
{Human welfare and Clergy- September 30, 2003}
Gurtej Singh, Chandigarh

Many of the primitive societies which rightly boast of a
highly developed civilized social and political order have had
to contend with the priestly class. This class generally
comprised of the cleverer amongst humans, who took
advantage of others' ignorance of natural forces that
controlled the destiny of early humankind. They claimed
nearness to weather gods who supposedly controlled the
natural phenomena. They advertised their powers of
intercession also in cases of disease and disaster. They
claimed to ensure victory in tribal warfare, the capture of new
pastures and additional territories. Rain dance of the Red
Indians and the flood control claims of the Inca priests are
just two examples from ancient times. Even the more
developed old civilisations, namely the Indic and the GreekRoman, had full faith in the priest's ability to communicate
with and to manipulate the supernatural powers supposedly
responsible for causing storms, rain, hail, thunder and
striking humankind with pestilence. In agricultural society
they claimed the power to bring about a god harvest. Sea
gods were also supposed to rule the waves. Good relations
with them could be arranged by the priest to ensure safety for
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fishermen and others who traveled on water. Just for day-today existence humankind was so dependant on natural
forces that it lived in constant awe of priests and their vast
powers of intercession.
If Jewish society is to be taken as a typical example of the
transformation of primitive society, then the powers
ascribed to many miracle working prophets of the Jewish
faith and particularly Moses, should hold out glimpses of
the wide scale on which this belief was shared in the ancient
world. It is from amongst this all powerful clergy class that
the first rulers claiming political power over others emerged.
At the time of Jesus Christ and even earlier, as is
demonstrated by Jewish history (particularly of the Essenes
sect), the widely prevalent belief was that a king was exofficio adopted by god as his own son and by implication
given the powers to intercede in behalf of others and to
suspend the universally applicable laws of nature. This
belief is common to both Semitic and Indic religions. Kings
in India were also incarnations of god like Sri Ram and
Krishna. Sena kings of Bengal claimed to be incarnations.
The king of Nepal, the only formally declared Hindu
kingdom in the world, is even today known and worshipped
as the incarnation of Vishnu. Almost every other king in
India was so advertised. Miracles performed by Hindu
prophets are firmly believed in and include forbidding the
sun from rising for weeks together or the drinking of the
ocean. In the Christian world individuals are beatified on the
basis of their supposedly miraculous powers even today.
Faith in miracles is often used (always fraudulently) by the
Christian church in India to induce conversions. Ludicrous
examples of it are available all over India. Islamic scholars
attribute as many miracles to Sufi saints. These include the
assuming the form of a bird, flying off with the pigeons and
of having the shrine at Mecca drawn to one in the event of
physical infirmity. Crafty Aurangzeb (entitled 'shadow of
god') took advantage of the prevalent Islamic belief to ask
Guru Tegh Bahadur to perform a miracle. He knew full well
that if he undertook to do so, he would be resorting to a
cheap magical trick exposing his terrified state of mind and
signifying willingness to accept mental subservience to
Aurangzeb. (The steadfast Guru's dictum about 'terrifying
none and being afraid of nobody' is contained amongst his
last compositions). And since there was no such thing as a
miracle, he could in the alternative be put to death for not
being able to prove the divinity of his mission by inability to
exhibit his miraculous powers.
The Muslim subjects of Ranjit Singh (1780-1839 CE)
attributed to him the power to ask a river in spate to become
calm. They spun much yarn about him in that respect. A
Hindu priest had persuaded Akbar the Emperor of India to
believe that he was the incarnation of god and would live to
be two hundred years old. He found out only at deathbed
that he had been duped into founding a new religion.
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It would be possible to state that elimination of strife is the
basic concern of all the religions discussed above. Some very
significant pronouncements of the original prophets can be
cited as evidence. “You shall not kill” is prominent
commandment of the Ten Commandments. “Love your
neighbour as yourself” is another wholesome preaching,
widely accepted as the essence of the Torah, it, like the one
quoted before it, is doctrinally convictions commonly
applicable to all the Semitic religions. Confucius is
accredited with a parallel statement. On the other hand we
have Samuel telling Saul “now listen to what the Lord
Almighty says - Go and attack the Amalekites and
completely destroy everything they have. Don't leave a thing:
kill all the men, women, children, and babies; the cattle,
sheep, camels and donkeys.” (Samuel 15: 1-30. Thus, to say
the least, the situation is highly contradictory.
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while those who donate for their luxury remain steeped in
poverty and ignorance. They ardently strive to keep them
there by popularising superstition. The Brahmin story is
fully illustrative of the technique. This technique is no
longer an exclusive Brahmin possession.

It would not stand scrutiny to put the responsibility for the
contradiction on the original prophets of these faiths.
Erasmus (1466-1536) the great Dutch philologist made an
attempt to restore religion to its original purity by weeding
out later interpolations. It was he who “laid the egg that
Luther hatched.” The situation sought to be created by such
diverse religious preaching is wholly conducive to the
welfare of the priestly class and helps them to gain and retain
power over the lay people. The smoking gun is clearly held
by the priest. A time came when the liberating influence of
the Christian Church was completely replaced by its
willingness to promote and tolerate slavery. Every parish
priest had one male and one female slave right up to the
Middle Ages. In this game of exploitation and subjugation
the Brahmin priests took the cake. By weaving the
reprehensible caste system and the notions of purity and
pollution into the religious texts as warp and woof, they wove
such a fine web around their flock that an escape from the
degrading situation has not been possible despite a written
constitution decrying them and the status of a modern
statehood for India for the past half a century. They remain
willing slaves of the upper castes in a variety of perceptible
ways.

Karl Marx believed religion to be ideology. But his
unfortunate and bitter remarks about religion being the
'opium of the masses' were perhaps written in the
background of his western, particularly the European,
experience of religion. History unfolded to him the struggle
to gain and continuously sustain political and social control
over the human mind and economic resources through the
agency of religion. By and large, this would be true of the
Semitic religions, which held the western mind in their firm
grip. Gods of these religions struggled for universal
acceptance which the followers perceived could only be
brought about by warfare and destruction of followers of the
other's (version) of God. Holbach's statement about 'a god of
armies', about 'an avenging god' and a 'destroying god' may
not be true of “all religions of the earth,” as he put it, but
certainly has been inducted into several by the bloodthirsty
priesthood. It is in this context that Nietzsche's concept of a
'jealous God' becomes illustrative. For followers of every
religion, humankind was inevitably divided into an
exclusive society of believers and of 'others.' These others
were described as 'gentiles, heathens or kafirs' from the
standpoint of one or the other Semitic religions. This
combined with the triple concept of 'God outside his
creation, soul and the concepts of heaven and hell' to make
the religious situation very explosive throughout the
centuries. Crusades became possible and brought much
misery to humankind throughout history. In the modern age
these bloodletting conflicts continue in the form of Jihad,
'Arab-Israeli' and 'American-Iraq' wars. One would have to
be particularly blind not to recognize that. Human beings
were heavily doped to go about killing their neighbours and
sometimes even their own collaterals with whom they
descended from common ancestors. Jews, Christians and
Muslims all claim descent from common ancestor Abraham.

The priests of the ancient world must be blamed for the ills of
humankind in this regard. They, like all humans, were fond
of good things of life. But unlike others they did not want to
toil to achieve their goal. They sought primarily to control the
minds of the gullible folk by a simple technique of exhibiting
nearness to the Ultimate Reality. By magic tricks they
exhibited their prowess in the field. Some pseudo saints like
Sai Baba and others are doing the same today to the same
effect. Refusing to be instructed by the martyrdom of Guru
Tegh Bahadur and various pronouncements of the Guru on
the subject of miracles, some of the Sikh 'Sant Babas'
shamelessly continue to claim miraculous powers. Their goal
also is political. A surprisingly large number of them have
strayed into politics in recent times. They live like princes

This did not prevent them from many religious wars and
widely prevalent mutual conflict lasting for centuries and, as
has been observed, perhaps it continues in one form or the
other. The nature of atrocities committed on the fewer
peoples can be gauged from the plight of Jews in their
ghettos in medieval Europe and is emphasised by Hitler's
'final solution' and gas chambers in the modern day. Many
accounts of the disabilities imposed upon them are
available. What equals did to each other can be gathered
from the accounts of Crusades (1095-1275 CE). It is rather
well known that children of the opposing group were often
roasted alive and made a meal of. Inbuilt into the idea of
religion was the desire to secure the religious zealot's entry
into heaven and seek perpetual domination of a particular
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concept of 'one and the only god, who stood by chosen
people of a particular persuasion.' The existence of doctrines
of 'monopolised God, particularly patronising a chosen
people, the independent existence of evil, the absolute need
to redeem the soul from original sin, the indispensable need
for a redeemer-intermediary and the summum-bonum defined
as access to heaven' necessitated the concept of conversion.
The soul of the person was to be saved under all
circumstances, even at the cost of destruction of his body,
was the ultimate justification for waging wars of conversion.
Conflict situation appears to have been built into the
doctrines of faith primarily by the priests.
Later these doctrines were amplified to meet the needs of
supposed heresy and utilised to govern matters within the
faith also. Knowing people believe that between the 15th and
the 17th centuries several million people were declared
witches and were burnt at the stake. The whole of Europe
seemed to have gone on a witch-burning spree at one time.
The extreme misery this brought to almost every second
family was callously ignored. No exceptions were made even
for high-minded and obviously inspired patriots like Joan of
Arc. She too ended up at the stake when she was just
nineteen years old. Same applied to conflict between the
Lutherans and the Rome. Almost every home in Ireland dug
its 'priest holes' to protect its clerics. The absurdity of the
internecine conflicts becomes apparent on contemplating the
fate of Archbishop Thomas Cranmer of Canterbury who too
became a victim and was put at the stake (1556 CE) although
he had signed the required recantation the previous evening.
It was on the premise that his soul still needed to be
redeemed. He, of course very bravely thrust his signing hand
first into the flames to recant the recantation. Marx cannot be
faulted for his observation if concentration is on his exclusive
experience of Semitic faiths. He would be equally right if his
eastern experience included only his studies of the
Brahmanic faith. Hinduism was conceived of as a scheme of
exploitation. French materialists' dictum about religion being
the conspiracy of the ruling classes would fully apply in this
case. Its other function in India was to keep the masses
ignorant and willing slaves. They were unarmed on divine
sanction to eliminate the possibility of revolt. In this regard
Brahmanism (the other name of Hinduism) is totally akin to
the Semitic religions and is perhaps also a worse edition of
the same in certain aspects. It rarely killed except for at the
beginning of the era of Aryan domination. But it took ample
pains to create an army of the 'living dead' who owned
nothing - not even their families or their lives. It is perhaps
because Brahmanism, like the Semitic religions, is the
product of the Aryan mind cradled in the valley of Euphrates
and the Tigris.
The Indian sub-continent, however has known religions like
Buddhism and Sikhism, the main concern of which has been
to challenge and destroy the hegemony of such elements as
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sought to base social political and economic interaction on
the basis of master-slave relationship. Far from being the
'opium of the masses' these religions of the East have had a
liberating, awakening, inspiring influence and role.
Compassionate beings like the Bodisattva, willing to
alleviate sufferings of the masses, were launched by
Mahayana Buddhism formalised in the Punjab. The same
was concretised in the form of an eternal army of the
altruistic, 'the Order of the Khalsa', by the infinitely
compassionate Guru. Revolutionary role and egalitarian
character of this Order went hand in hand with spiritual
emancipation and elevation. It was indeed an integral part of
it. One important purpose of Sikhism, both theologically as
well as a social movement of the inspired, has been to bring
about profound social, political changes and to order society
on basis of empowering the masses. It has led a revolution,
which aims at ending all forms of slavery from the human
mind. In history it has been the harbinger of multi-faceted
revolution with a definite aim of freeing the human spirit
from subservience of any kind. So, like Holbach, Karl Marx
was perhaps not altogether right in perceiving his perception
on the subject to be universally applicable.
It may be instructive to examine how superstition and cant
was banished from peoples' minds by the Gurus, who on
this score alone deserve to be considered the noblest
benefactors of humankind. The wide spectrum revolution to
free humans in every way was first conceived of in the mind
of Guru Nanak.
It probably began with defining God as 'One' in absolute
terms. So emphatic was he that he placed the numeral one at
the beginning of the common letter used to describe God,
thereby
also
erecting
barriers
against
future
misinterpretation. For the first time in human history, God
was conceived of as absolute One without connotations of
exclusive possession and not as the Hindu, Jewish, Christian
or Islamic 'One'. This formula is pronounced as 'Ikonkaar'. It
is emphasised quite often in the Sikh scripture. It is the word
with which the Sikh scripture begins and it recurs at the
beginning of every distinct composition or chapter. It is thus
repeated hundreds of times in the Guru Granth. The basic
Sikh teaching, which flows from the concept, is, 'Our Father
is one and we are all the sons of One' and 'I have accepted
all people as friends and have become friendly with them
all'. The Guru thus eliminates the possibility of 'the other'.
He says, 'none remains my enemy and none is the other: I
am at peace with all.' For a Sikh therefore there can be no
'anaryas, gentiles, heathens, or kafirs' and neither can he
have faith in the concept of 'high and low born' human
beings in the fashion of a Hindu. The notion of 'pollution
and purity' of birth has no validity in Sikhism. In a sublime
sentence of great beauty, the Sikh scripture (regarded as the
Universal and eternally living Guru) prays, 'shower Your
grace on all beings, and endow them all with Your name.'
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His One was one for the entire human race, which also
comprised of females. In a supreme gesture of humility
hitherto unknown amongst male prophets, the Guru
formulated that his God could equally possibly be a female
(sunn mandal ik Jogi ---). Repeatedly the Sikh scripture
recalls God as both 'Father and Mother' in one single
_expression. Since God is genderless He is described both as
Mother and Father with the same gender indicator. (toon
mera pita toon mera mata).
Most imperceptibly, the Guru has rid the human race of the
'original sin' and of the concept of independent existence of
devil, Mara (of Buddhism) or Satan. No great emphasis is
placed on the soul and none on the necessity of redeeming it.
Liberation is to be sought in the service of humankind. God
was not a resident of high heavens. 'This world is the abode
of the True One and the True One lives therein.' God alone is
imminent in His creation. 'There is no evil all is good. There
is no defeat; it is victory all the way.' The question of special
covenant with God does not even arise. 'No profession of
faith (kalmia for instance) leads one to heaven. Truthful
living alone liberates.' (gallin bhishat na jaiyae chuttai sach
kamai jio). Indeed, the Sikh scripture contains passages,
which militate against all formalisation of religion. 'Truth
embedded in the heart (must be) the essence of all deeds; all
else is hypocrisy and eulogy of self-inflicted
destruction.'(hirdai sach eh karni saar hor sabh pakhand pooj
khawaar).
Another significant step taken by the Guru was the
restructuring of the popular alphabet commonly used by
laymen all over north India. He called it 'gurmukhi' and used
it to compile the scripture so as to render it accessible to even
the barely educated. The language used by the Gurus to
express their spiritual experience was again what the
common man was using. It is variously known as Punjabi or
Saadhbhasha. It was not the Hebrew or Latin spoken by
fewer peoples. It was also not Sanskrit the 'language of gods'
(devbaani) and known hardly to a fraction of the population.
This rendered the 'word' accessible to all who could read
reasonably well. By expressing the subtlest thoughts in the
common man's language, he made them the truly broad royal
road to salvation. (gurmat gaadi rah chalia -Bhai Gurdas). It
also eliminated the possibility of intermediaries. Sikhism
completely does away with the priestly order. In a significant
verse he describes the priestly class of Muslims, Jogis and
Hindus as executors of 'arrangement for ruin.' This according
to the well-known doctrine of interpreting the Guru's word,
namely, 'great-men must be rendered universally even when
they speak in a context,' all the more justifies understanding
the Guru condemnation as generally applicable to the priestly
class itself. Some of the Guru's most anguished and
disparaging comments are about this class.
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Guru Nanak appointed no priests to preside in the
'dharamshalas' he established. He, by his own example,
recalled symbolically in the 'Best Bargain' story, lay down
that offerings made by the believers must go to feed the
hungry first of all. 'Poor person's mouth is the treasury of
the Guru' was commonly preached and has become bedrock
of Sikh ethics. His successor, Guru Angad, formalised the
principle in the institution of free common kitchen to be a
part of all holy places. Of Guru Amardas it is said that he
always placed the cooking vessels up side down every night
to indicate that nothing had been hoarded. The depiction of
'Sajjan the thug' indicates the true use to which the horded
wealth and tithes must be put - to feed the poor. Later, when
the Guru's panth grew in numbers and tithes flowed more
regularly and abundantly, the money was used to build
public places, irrigation wells and gurdwaras. A story in a
sacred text shows the Guru blessing a couple of Sikhs in
managerial positions on the single count that they 'regarded
the tithe receipts as deadly poison' not to be used for selfconsumption. The self-serving, ever greedy and always
dependant upon offerings of the devout, the clergy class was
thus effectively removed from Sikh reckoning by
completely denying finances to it. The heartless character of
this class was depicted to Guru Gobind Singh by a dedicated
drama troupe. He was so moved by the suffering of the
common people that he decreed their end forever and ever.
As the most potent step he decreed the merger of the seeker
with his own self and proclaimed him to be directly allied to
God. He applied the term Khalsa, used by the king to
describe crown-lands directly owned by the sovereign.
This finished product of almost two and a half centuries of
preaching, training and careful fashioning, was collectively
designated as the Order of the Khalsa. It was conceived of
as a group of volunteers characterised by rigorous ethical
training. It was entrusted with the work of preserving,
enacting and by its example recruiting altruistic doers with
deep social concerns. It would be possible to state that at
another level this is the unfolding of the noble Buddha's
ideal of a Bodhisattva voluntarily undertaking to eliminate
all manner of suffering from this world. The only difference
is that it was pledged to working together on the social plane
as a cohesive, disciplined group. It was somewhat of a
political party and something of a social revolution and in
part an embodiment of an idea that fired the mind of the
Guru. This is the ideal man, the very end product of
Sikhism. Its ultimate aim was fixed as that of banishing fear
and subservience from the mind of human beings with a
view to afford them, comfortable hassle-free living, and a
full ethical and spiritual development.
The Order of the Khalsa was connected with, named in
consequence of and was a replacement for the group of
intermediaries known at that of time as masands. As
testified Ardistani, this order of a kind of deputies to the
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Guru was prospering at the time of the Sixth Nanak. It has
been surmised that it in part grew out of the earlier order of
preachers launched by the third Nanak to meet the growing
spiritual needs of the fast spreading Sikh people. In part it
replaced that order comprising of twenty-two manjis and
pirhis. The intention of the Gurus appears to have been to
perfect the ideal of a truly spiritually awakened person. When
the occupiers of manjis and pirhis failed to come up to the
expectations of the Guru, he promptly disbanded and
replaced them with masands. These 'occupiers of the seat of
authority' (masands) were to socially prominent, were to
perform secular functions in addition to the spiritual and were
to look be a link in the economic and political development
of the Sikh people. By the time of the Ninth Nanak they were
discovered to have become conceited, unruly, overbearing
and far removed from the idea of holy. They had ceased to
serve the community's ends. They forgot the spiritual purpose
of Guruship and adopted the posture of mere political
potentates. They imagined themselves to be existing
independent of the Guru and even had the audacity to seek to
control the Guru himself (like our present day Jathedars).
They became self-willed and taking advantage of the
prevailing political difficulties of the Guru, started exercising
proprietary rights over even the sacred historical places of
worship established by the Gurus. How they closed the doors
of the Darbar at Amritsar to Guru Tegh Bahadur who was to
be content with having a glimpse of the shrine from the
modern day 'respected platform' (Thara Sahib) is rather well
known. Similarly it is common knowledge that they burnt
alive Baba Ramrai declaring him dead when he was merely
in spiritual trance. The Tenth Nanak took meticulous care to
expose their misdeeds, with the climax timed just to precede
the creation of the Order of the Khalsa. We have in existence
many letters emanating with the Guru's secretariat that
instruct the Sikhs to refuse to recognise the authority of
masands any longer. They date from 1668 to 1670 CE, when
the Guru was engaged in giving finishing touches to and was
trying to put the nascent Order of the Khalsa on a strong
footing. Clearly, these instructions are a part of the exercise
undertaken by the Guru.
Historians have not paid attention to the subtle sabotage of
the Sikh commonwealth by the Hinduised clergy from
within. This had happened to Buddhism before. The
members of the Khalsa engrossed themselves in the political,
military and administrative affairs deemed more honourable
and left the religious functions to the new Hindu converts to
Sikhism. They stealthily, almost imperceptibly imported
many Hindu practises into the Sikh world. Sikh ruling class
was, for instance, projected by them as protector of the cow
and Hindu devotion on this score was so intense that the
Sikhs who were mere eleven percent of the population and
desperate for support from any class, started taking the new
role seriously.
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When a proposal for conversion to Sikhism came from the
frontier people and when governor Hari Singh Nalwa
unfolded a plan to convert Kashmir to Sikhism, they
opposed both vigorously and with a zeal which characterises
new converts. They knew full well that such an eventuality
would put the Sikh Commonwealth on an impregnable
footing. The reason they publicly gave to oppose the
conversion was that these people had eaten the cow and
could not therefore be re-converted. They forgot that the
Guru had converted them unhesitatingly (Mardana and
Ajmer Singh) and that some Sikhs preachers were
beefeaters even during the time of Guru Hargobind as
recorded by the author of the Dabistani Mazahib, who was a
personal friend of the Guru. (The Sikh practise of refraining
from beef eating has much to commend itself diplomatically
and democratically. But to stretch it to such an unseemly
extent was to eventually seek self-annihilation in the
circumstances of those days. There is evidence that Ranjit
Singh, who prescribed death penalty for cow slaughter never
meant the law to be taken seriously. He advised a governor
who executed people for it that the ends of law would have
been met had he arrested the culprits and had connived at
their escape when the hue and cry had subsided. He also
defied the Hindu orthodoxy in tainting state policy with
hatred of the Muslims). By such moves laden with grave
consequences, the clergy succeeded in keeping the Sikh
population at the original low level. They also imported the
theory of personal dynastic rule into the Sikh society and in
due course it replaced the Sikh theory of democratic polity.
They thus ensured that the Sikh Commonwealth functioned
from a position of infinite and inherent weakness. The result
is writ large all over history.
The Hinduised Sikh clergy later substituted hatred for the
so-designated low-castes and imposed a virtual ban on their
conversion to Sikhism for under the British rule they were
the most likely converts. It was noticed as late as 1916 that
the Sikh clergy were effectively preventing such
conversions. On those who converted still, they imposed
humiliating and demeaning disqualifications to practise the
faith that eventually their conversion was no electrifying
event for anyone. For instance such converts could visit the
Darbar at Amritsar at fixed hours to avoid polluting higher
castes, which would refrain from visiting at the designated
time. Their offerings of sacred pudding was not accepted or
distributed to the congregation. They were segregated for
the purpose of bathing at the sacred pool surrounding the
Darbar. They were discriminated at the very common
kitchen founded to break caste barriers. Arya Smaj leaders
had a field day re-converting such people to Hinduism
making a capital of the disabilities imposed upon them by
the Hindu fifth columnists. They also went about it in the
most offensive and degrading manner.
It is also not sometimes fully comprehended that the first
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time in history when the Khalsa decided to revive the original
spirit of Sikhi, they did away with the mahants who had
came to control the Sikh affairs very much in the fashion of
masands. This had happened roughly from 1850 to 1878 CE,
in the aftermath of the loss of political power by the Khalsa
and the dissolution of the Khalsa Commonwealth (Sarkar
Khalsa Jio). They had once again come to obtain proprietary
rights over the Sikh shrines. They felt bold enough to
exercise these rights in the most offensive and depraved
manner. Their practises included closing the doors of shrines
to amritdhari Sikhs, to forcibly removing their kirpans on
entering shrines, to claiming a right of raping young visitors,
to holding dancing sessions by dancing girls in the sacred
places and to appointing their progeny to succeed them. They
planted images of Hindu gods and goddesses all around the
circumambulatory path around the sacred tank at Amritsar.
The awakened Khalsa's almost first step, after throwing out
the statues, was to openly declare its intention of ridding the
Sikh shrines of such elements though they were fully
supported by the colonial regime. The first victory over them
was scored when the so-called low-caste Sikhs, supported by
the intelligentsia of Amritsar marched to the Darbar to offer
the sacred pudding. The mahants in control offered weak
resistance and then found safety in flight from the shrine as
well as history. The same day the same story with the same
moral, namely, that moral force always triumphs over
hypocrisy, even when it is upheld by civic authority, was
repeated at the adjoining Akal Takhat.
The resurgent Khalsa brotherhood consolidated the basic
Sikh tenets in the code of conduct it formulated for itself
from 1935 to 1945 in the last century. Though it failed to root
out the Brahmanic practises root and branch from its modes
of worship and daily rituals performed at the central Sikh
shrine, it did take great strides in that direction. Ironically, it
appears that had the country remained a colony for another
decade or so the Sikhs would have been freer to get rid of
these malpractices. The ones that remain are significant and
are totally corrupting the Sikh religion at the source. These
include the practise of performing absentee akhand paths, of
the ritual of taking the Guru Granth Sahib ceremoniously to
'kotha sahib' at the Akal Takhat and of bringing it back
equally ceremoniously in the morning, of washing the Darbar
floor with milk every morning, of needlessly burning the
clarified butter oil amidst the glitter of electric lights and so
on. These clearly militate against the provisions of code of
conduct formulated by the Khalsa in that momentous decade.
The administrative structure helping these rituals to survive
consists of the newly born institution of 'high priests'
variously as 'head pujaris,' Singh Sahiban, five Singhs' and
'mahan granthis.' This institution, by whatever nomenclature
it may go, is contrary to the Sikh Rahit Maryada adopted by
the Guru Khalsa Panth. It is perhaps also because these 'high
priests' invariably come from seminaries, which do not
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follow the Khalsa rahit themselves. In consequence, their
actions militate against the dual Guruship of the Granth and
the Panth. The phenomena can be termed as the reemergence of the much abandoned, often condemned and
the scripturally unacceptable clergy class amongst the Sikhs.
The menace has become all the more suffocating since
1996. That is year in which the Akali Dal, a Sikh political
party finally and declaredly shed its Sikh character at its
Moga conference. It repudiated the history of almost a
century and turned itself into a Punjabi party. It has thereby
lost the position of being the sole interpreter of the political
will of the Sikh people. It has now become dependant upon
the clergy to maintain them in power in Sikh shrines and to
fetch them Sikh votes by maintaining the fiction that they
still represent the Sikhs, despite the great betrayal of 1996.
The vote bank controlling 'Sant Babas,' who owe their
positions to prevalence of anti-Sikh practises, are very much
a part of the Sikh clergy. Both the Five Singhs and the Sant
Babas can thrive only by weakening Sikhism. They can also
best serve the interests of their political allies, the pseudoAkalis, if they modify Sikh tenets to bring them nearer to
those of Hinduism. This is calculated to ensure them Hindu
votes in the supposedly precarious political voting pattern of
the Punjab.
This is the game plan, which has unfolded itself on the Sikh
scenario recently. The central aim is to obliterate the Sikh
identity and to make it correspond to the Hindu. It began
with the rise of Fateh Singh (Sant) in about 1965 and
attained fullness in 1996 at the Moga conference of the
Akali Dal. For it to succeed, a number of steps are crucial.
Its first requirement is to sidetrack the doctrine of dual
Guruship of the Guru Granth and the Guru Khalsa Panth.
The provisions of Sikh Rahit Maryada need to be ignored
for they do not allow the mind control of the Sikh people by
a self-appointed 'politburo' of Five Singhs. Crucial to its
success is also the spread of irrational 'faith,' blind
superstition, one aspect of which is to accept the supremacy
of the clergy to order the Sikhs about. One _expression of
which is assumption of the power to excommunicate (the
brahamastra), which, by no stretch exists, in Sikh theology.
Hindu rituals and practises can then be introduced in central
Sikh shrines to make the Sikh and the Hindu religions
indistinguishable. Fake history books, other spurious
religious texts (of which there is no dearth) like the Gurbilas
Patshahi 6 are to be quoted to make the practise sound
authentic and respectable to Sikhs. Main patrons behind the
scene will patronise the fake Akalis who accept to abandon
Sikh claim to separate autonomous existence and
sovereignty to the Sikh faith. Those who protest and assert
the genuine Sikh point of view will be excommunicated by
the Akal Takhat. The pretender dasamgranth will be
ceremoniously installed besides the throne of the 'everexistent' Guru Granth. The agreement will be that in due
course the pretender will replace the real Guru. The
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assimilation will be complete. The work of the Gurus would
have been completely undone.
The above game plan is writ large into the events of the
last six decades. Those, whose senses are awakened, let
them listen and heed to the drum of doom being sounded
all around by the priesthood in collaboration with the
sold-out politicians. The time to resist these developments
is now.

*****
SINGH SABHA INTERNATIONAL
A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
Jarnail Singh, Winston Hills NSW, Australia

We need an international charitable organisation to speak
Sikhism to the World. Why? Because due to unexpected turn
of events, a leadership vacuum has emerged among the Sikhs
resulting in absence of dialogue between the Sikhs and the
world at large. As a result of this, somehow we have started
living in our own confined shells, and do not interact with the
world at large as a community. This has created so many
problems for the community. Our Gurus had set up an
example before us. During their lives they were an institution
in themselves. There was a constant dialogue between the
world and the Sikhs. Now although we are lucky to have an
eternal Guru in SGGS, but somehow we are failing to follow
it as one follows his Guru. If we have followed SGGS in the
way one follows his/her spiritual leader or master, there
would have been no vacuum of leadership. The Panth would
have emerged as a Collective Leader. We might make any
number of astronomical claims about SGGS being our Living
Guru, however in reality; we have reduced its importance to a
figurehead with no executive powers. The Dera Chiefs have
grabbed all the executive powers, for all practical purposes.
We approach these chiefs for advice on all matters of concern
ranging from personal to political. And no one ever checks or
has the courage to check if this advice is as per Gumatt.
Those who dare are punished. The fact that different Deras
have different and often contradictory set of guidelines is a
testimony to the effect that they do not adhere to Gurmatt but
instead follow their own minds. It has not happened
overnight. There was a time when Sikhs were following
SGGS as one follows his leader and SGGS was a Living
Guru for them. As a result of this they were on top of the
world even though they were living in jungles. The rulers of
the day were forced to search answers for questions like who
are these Sikhs with such exemplary characters and courage
and what is their source of strength and inspiration. But
somehow somewhere down the road Sikhs lost their track
and have fallen into the deep pit of leadership vacuum. Then
SGPC did fill this gap for some time but have now miserably
failed. Instead of branching out into the world, SGPC has
shrunk itself into an institution for management of some
historical Gurudwaras in Punjab. It does not have the guts to
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question the Dera chiefs even when they are wrong. In fact
it is under indirect control of Dera chiefs. It does not
monitor what is being preached even in Gurudwaras in the
area of its jurisdiction. And there is not even a single
instance when SGPC has taken a stand as a representative
body of Sikhs on any issue facing the International
Community. By now it should have grown bigger than
India, but unfortunately its territory has been reduced to a
couple of states in India.
The concept of Shabad Guru that has been preached and
practised by our ten Gurus was formalised by Guru Gobind
Singh before his death. The Gurus during their lives were
living examples of Shabad Guru and taught us how to
practise this concept in real life. Shabad Guru is a Guru who
is always awake and with whom we are in constant dialogue
for guidance every minute of our lives, for all aspects of our
life- be it social, personal or political. This was/is a
revolutionary concept with grave and fatal consequences for
the ruling elite of the day. This concept is probably unique
to Sikhism but unfortunately Sikhs are failing miserably to
practise it. It would not be far from truth if we say that we
are not living up to the expectations of our Great Gurus.
This has not happened in a day. The forces opposed to
Sikhism were/are longing to see this thing happen before
long. It is a tragic irony that the world considers Sikhs
worshipers of a Book. They are wrong, but the way we
practise our religion now, substantiates this wrong notion.
The Guru lights your way up to the path of God. The Guru
teaches you how to worship God. But we are worshipping
our Guru as one worships an Idol. The Guru is a rain of
wisdom washing our ignorance. Guru is the Sun of
knowledge dispelling the darkness from our minds. But now
we no longer go to our Guru for any of these purposes. We
go to guru for the small miracles and not for advice. We
have woven a web of miracles around the lives and deeds of
our Great Gurus, which withholds us from realising and
appreciating the real miracles brought upon by our great
Gurus. When we read SGGS we do not expect a downpour
of rain of knowledge on our minds, instead we ardently
desire for a materialistic gain. The rituals have replaced love
in our religious behaviour. Magic of miracles has numbed to
sleep our rational thinking. This is because we do not
understand the concept of Shabad Guru and nor do we
practise it. What this means is that we have virtually turned
our backs on our Gurus. For this reason the Panth has
miserably failed to emerge as an organisation for the Sikhs
for providing Collective Leadership. If the Sikhs had
followed the concept of Shabad Guru, the Panth would have
come up as a Collective Leader for sure. If this were the
case then Marxism would have never appealed to Sikhs at
all as its attractions are already in built in the Sikh doctrine.
The fact that so-called low caste people are distancing
themselves from Sikhism is another proof that Sikhs are not
practising true Sikhism.
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And since now we do not look up to SGGS for leadership
and guidance we are in deep trouble. Looks like we are
everywhere but nowhere in the world, because, we are there
only as individuals. All over the world we are very good
workers, very good citizens of many countries, but we don’t
have an organisation to represent us in this world. The net
result of this is that all the good that we do is recognised as
done by Indians, but all the bad things stick to us as Terrorist
Sikhs. If anything happens to Sikhs anywhere in the world,
there is no one to cry for them. There is no State to mourn
our deaths and to shed a single tear for us. There is no
organisation to tell the world leaders who died and why
he/she died and who killed him/her and why he/she has been
killed. There is no one to ask the world leaders to punish
those who commit atrocities against the Sikhs. That is the
reason there is no public opinion or sympathy generated in
their favour. If there were an organisation to represent Sikhs
in the World, the Indian Govt would have never done to
Sikhs what they have done now.
That is the reason the US Govt is reluctant to withdraw the
film that calls all Sikhs terrorists. The reason why no one
listens to us is that we have stopped talking to this world as a
community. There is no direct communication channel
between the world and the Sikhs. That is why no one believes
us even when we are right.
We do not have our own State, which would have been ideal,
but we can still have an organisation to represent us. We do
not require a particular State to represent us. In fact being a
universal faith, Sikhism cannot be tagged to any one State.
Even during the times of our Gurus the Sikhs were not rulers.
But we had had an institution in the form of our Gurus. There
was a constant dialogue between the world and the Sikhs.
Now we do not have any direct independent communication
with the world. The world talks to us through a third person.
And most of this dialogue is a negative dialogue. For
example if there is a message that Sikhs are terrorists then
our response is we are not terrorists. Or we send a message
that this State has killed innocent Sikhs and the response
back is that they are not innocent. In the terminology of
Transactional Analysis these responses are called “ You are
not ok- You are not ok” Psychologists would tell us that these
type of responses are obstacles in the way of building a
healthy conversation and invariably lead to a
misunderstanding and break up in relations. This is what is
happening. What is true about inter community dialogue is
also true about intra community dialogue. The dialogue
within the community is also more or less negative. We are
talking in terms of blasphemy and excommunications. We
are talking the language of allegation and counter allegations.
There was a time when there was always a positive dialogue
between the world and the Sikhs. We must switch over to
positive dialogue to survive.
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The best way to communicate with the world is Charity.
Singh Sabha International with its lofty objectives is a step
in the right direction. It has got right people in the driving
seat. It must branch out into a Charitable Organisation to
establish dialogue with the world at large. On a very broad
basis it can branch out into two main categories: Education
and Health. One takes care of mind the other takes care of
the body. The purpose is to break out of our Sikh shells and
tell to the world what Sikhism is all about. The purpose is to
demonstrate to the world the true principals of Sikhism.
That Sikhs believe that every human being is a child of God.
That Sikhism believes in universal brotherhood. That Sikh
practise what they preach. Guru Nanak Dev Ji has said Jab
Lag Duniya Rahiey Nanak Kish Suniae Kish Kahiae ( Page
660). Let us listen to the world as Sikhs; let us speak
Sikhism to the world.

*****
SIKH TERRORISM OR STATE TERRORISM
Congressional Record, Extensions of Remarks E1876, September 24, 2003

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
Washington, DC, September 18, 2003.
Hon. COLIN POWELL,
Secretary of State,
Washington, DC.
DEAR SECRETARY POWELL: As Members of the
United States Congress, we are very concerned about your
Department’s video, ‘‘War Without Borders.’’ Your
depiction of the Sikhs is discriminatory, unfair, and
offensive. The video is offensive to Sikhs around the world
and to all people who support nondiscrimination and
freedom. The video inaccurately broadly labels all of the
world’s 25 million Sikhs—500,000 of whom live in the
United States—as terrorists. This is offensive and
inaccurate.
The video’s description of the June 1984 Indian military
attack on the Golden Temple in Amritsar, the most sacred of
Sikh shrines, misrepresents the circumstances of that
unfortunate incident. Every terrorist act cited in the video is
described as either the work of an individual or a group of a
certain nationality or a group, such as Al Qaeda or the like,
which honorably refrains from labeling an entire people as
terrorists. Yet with the Sikhs it takes a different approach,
referring to the terrorists merely as ‘‘Sikhs,’’ thus implicitly
creating the impression that all Sikhs are terrorists. But
there were no terrorists in the Golden Temple complex.
The book Chakravyuh: Web of Indian Secularism
reprints letters showing conclusively that India planned this
attack in order to kill Sant Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale and
other Sikh leaders who spoke out for a sovereign Sikh state.
Labeling all Sikhs who support an independent, sovereign
Khalistan as terrorists is the propaganda line of the
repressive Indian regime. We share your desire to have good
relations with India, but good relations must not trump truth.
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India is a repressive government. Over 250,000 Sikhs have
been murdered by the Indian government since the Golden
Temple attack, according to figures compiled by the Punjab
State Magistracy and human rights groups and reported in
The Politics of Genocide by lnderjit Singh Jaijee. According
to a report by the Movement Against State Repression
(MASR), the Indian government admits to holding 52,268
political prisoners under the brutal, repressive ‘‘Terrorist and
Disruptive Activities Act’’ (TADA), which expired in 1995.
In addition, India has murdered over 200,000 Christians in
Nagaland since 1947, over 85,000 Kashmiri Muslims since
1988, and tens of thousands of Assamese, Bodos, Dalits,
Manipuris, Tamils, and others. An Indian Cabinet minister
said that everyone who lives in India must either be a Hindu
or be subservient to Hinduism.
This video should be corrected or withdrawn
immediately. The United States government should not be in
the business of spreading inaccurate information, especially
when that information is offensive to a hardworking,
honorable people and serves only to promote the interests of
a foreign regime.
Sincerely, DAN BURTON, ED TOWNS, WALLY HERGER.
[Entry of the above letter by three members of US Congress into the
Congressional Record was the effort of Dr. Gurmit Singh Aulakh. We thank
him for his service to the Sikh Nation. As a result of this letter The State
Department withdrew the video "Terrorism: A War Without Borders," which
portrayed all Sikhs as terrorists. ED]

*****
HARD HINDUTVA, SOFT HINDUTVA, DALITS
AND SIKHS
Speech Of S. Simranjit Singh Mann, Member of Parliament from Sangrur,
on 21.08.2003 at 2328hrs in the Union Parliament on the Motion moved by
Mr. Ram Vilas Paswan and Mr. Basu Dev Achharia, Hon’ble M.P.’s from
Bihar and Bengal, respectively, on “The Atrocities on Dalits”, under rule 193
of the Parliament.

2328 hours
SARDAR SIMRANJIT SINGH MANN (SANGRUR): Mr. DeputySpeaker, Sir, I thank you very much for giving me the time to speak
on this very, very important issue and discussion raised by Shri Ram
Vilas Paswan and Shri Basu Deb Acharia about the atrocities on the
dalits.
Our party is very pained to hear about the atrocities in the Panjab
and in Tallan village. A mention has been made about the Sikh
religion and the Gurudwara where trouble took place in the Panjab.
We are carefully monitoring the situation. We were monitoring the
situation three months before the incident at Tallan occurred. Our
party sent a report to the Akal Takhat Jathedar, which is the highest
temporal body of the Sikhs and we sent a report to Sardar Kirpal
Singh Badungar who was the Chief of the SGPC, the statutory body
that governs all Gurudwaras. We feel that if these atrocities –
economic, social, political and religious continue against the dalits
there would be great bloody convulsions in this country, which
nobody would be able to stop.
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It is because the dalits are spread out in every nook and corner of
India. So, I would advise the Government to take very serious
steps and to see that the economic cake is distributed equally and
that it permeates to the lowest and to the poorest and the dalits who
need it most. If this is not done, then I am afraid that this
Government will not be serving its purpose.
Sir, much has been said about the hon. Prime Minister’s plans for
alleviating the difficulties and the miseries of the dalits and the
poverty-stricken population. But I can tell you that the funds are
not reaching us. It may be that we are from the Opposition but it is
almost a year that we have sent all the cases of the needy people
who have to get money from the Prime Minster’s plan for kutcha
houses and the widows. So, these are the things that are happening
all over the country.
But in Tallan, it is a very sad commentary on the Sikh religion
because the Sikh religion was a revolt against the caste system and
the Brahmanical order that prevailed during the Middle Age. To
put an end to the caste system and the inequality in the society,
Guru Nanak Dev advocated the casteless society. To bridge the
huge gap between the Islam and the Hindus, Sikhism was founded
as an egalitarian religion. Its ranks were flooded with people from
the lower castes and the people who were poverty-stricken in all
the religions. It was also an answer to the ills that had cropped up
into Jainism and Buddhism.
So, this is, I think, just the tip of the iceberg of what Shri Ram
Vilas Paswan has told us about Tallan. A religion, which was
started to end casteism, has again gone back into Brahamanical
ideology and thought. Tallan is just a beginning. But I may tell you
that in Sikhism today we have now separate gurudwaras,
dharamsalas and cremation grounds for dalits in every village.
This is a disgraceful thing and a blot on Sikhism. In Sikhism today,
we practice female foeticide and female infanticide, which are the
biggest and unforgivable sins as per the tenents of our religion.
Then, some ills are cropping up in our religion like ostentatious
ceremonies and ancestral worship, which were given up.
Sir, yesterday the hon. Deputy Prime Minister visited Longowal
where this ancestor worship is being practiced. Ritualism,
worshipping images, worshipping our ancestors in cremation
grounds, hanging the pictures and worshipping our gurus, raising
objections if anyone puts his back towards the Golden Temple,
superstitions, pernicious caste system, going on pilgrimage, not
giving equality to women in worship and all walks of life, all these
practices which were a taboo to Sikhism have cropped up in this
religion. Now, where is the fault? The fault lies in this great
ideology, which was founded in and around the 1880s, which is
called Hindutva. Sikhism has always been a victim of this
Hindutva. It is a sad commentary on this country that the BJP
and their allies practice hard-Hindutva and the Congress
practices soft-Hindutva.
Our leaders are enticed by these hard and soft Hindutva leaders.
For the love money, for the love of office, for the love of power
and the greed of self-aggrandizement, they fall prey to their
entreaties. That is what has cropped up in our religion. We want
that the Indian State should not interfere in the process of the Sikh
religion. We are a frontier people. We know how to take care of
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ourselves. But when the Indian State, whether it is the BJP or the
Congress, interferes into our religious affairs, then things go awry.

the fold of Budhism, but today, despite the ills that have crept into
it, Sikhism is still a strong religion for a casteless society.

What worst can happen? Shri Ram Vilas Paswan has said that Sikhs
burnt pictures of Sant Ravi Das. Sant Ravi Das is one of the most
important saints in Sikhism and his verses are included and given
the best of place in the Guru Granth Sahib. What else can go wrong
when these people of hard Hindutva and soft Hindutva induce our
leaders and they are made to send jathas from Delhi to demolish the
Babri Masjid as in 1992? Nothing can be worse than what is
happening to Sikhism. The SGPC is responsible for looking after all
these religious matters. The present Government is not holding
elections to our SGPC, which have been due for the last two years.
If elections are held, we can settle all these things, all these evil
influences, which have crept up into Sikhism, and we can give
justice to everybody. I would like to know from the hon. Deputy
Prime Minister and the Minister of Home Affairs - the Ministry
which is meant to conduct these elections-as to why the elections
are not being conducted to the SGPC ?

I wish that like the Congress which had helped the Nirankaris’
schismatic growth, the present Government will not allow people
of its own liking and will hold elections to the SGPC-and not wait
till Shri Badal and Shri Tohra can get elected, and till their stooges
can win the confidence of the Sikh electorate-to the SGPC. Thank
you very much.

Then, there has been a long-standing demand of the Sikhs that
we should not be included as a part of Hindu religion. Article 25
of the Constitution includes Sikhs within the fold of the Hindu
religion. The Hindu religion is a great religion. But we are a
separate people; we have a separate history, we have a separate
diction and we have a separate culture. I do not see how we have
been affixed by the fathers of the Constitution and bracketed
with the Hindu religion under article 25?
The NDA Government has set up a Commission, which they have
called the Constitution Review Committee. It has suggested that
article 25 should be amended forthwith and the Sikhs should be
excluded from the fold of Hinduism. I do not know what happened
to this proposal? I have written to the hon. Deputy Prime Minster,
hon. Minister of Law and Justice and to various Ministers as to why
do they not introduce an amending Bill to the Constitution to
separate us once and for all.
We pray to the dalit leaders who are interested in an egalitarian
society, a casteless society to back us because whenever things go
wrong in Sikhism, there is a reformist movement, which takes place.
In the 19th century and the 20th century the Singh Sabha* movement
grew up. I want that this movement should grow up again and the
dalit leaders should give us support and the forces of Hindutva
should not interfere in the internal matters of the Sikh religion.
Sir, with regard to what happened at Tallan, I would like to say that
we have remedied the things and I think that the Gurudwara has got
Dalits into its Management Committee. But for whatever wrongs
had been done to the Dalits amongst the Sikhs, as a representative
of the Sikhs and as a member of the SGPC, I make an unconditional
apology to the Dalit people.
Lastly, the strength of the Sikh religion is so great that though a
Dalit was shot dead by the bullets of the brutal police at Talhan,
nobody changed his religion; nobody went out of the fold. The
strength of the Sikh religion is that those Sikh Dalits, those martyrs
wanted to be a part of the Sikh religion and they fought unto death
and martyrdom for this cause, whereas at Jhajjar, when five
innocent Dalits were killed, they held meetings and some joined the
ranks of Islam; some converted to Christianity; and some went to

*[Would someone please advise S. Simranjit Singh Mann that Singh Sabha
Lehr has been resurrected as Singh Sabha International, which is
vigorously being opposed by the Dark Forces in Sikhism today, consisting
of Akhand Kirtani Jatha and Damdami Taksal. ED.]

*****
Reduced to Ashes: The Insurgency and Human
Rights in Punjab
Book review by
J S Kang, MD
Authors: Ram Narayan Kumar, Amrik Singh, Ashok Agrwaal and Jaskaran
Kaur (Committee for Coordination on Disappearances in Punjab)
Publisher: South Asia Forum for Human Rights. Order Info: $35 to
“South Asian Center”; PO Box 391732; Cambridge MA 02139. Free
Internet version available on web site: www.punjabjustice.org

Modern societies only progress if they learn the lessons of history
and don’t repeat mistakes of the past. The contents of Reduced to
Ashes: The Insurgency and Human Rights in Punjab compels its
readers to critically re-examine and re-assess the Indian state’s
tactics in crushing the separatist insurgency in Punjab during the
1980’s and 90’s. Even the internationally-acclaimed writer
Khushwant Singh, who was an ardent supporter of the Punjab
police’s use of extra-judicial methods to crush the uprising, has
praised the objectivity of the report’s documentation and the
professionalism of its writers.
Reduced to Ashes is a milestone in the human rights research on
Punjab because of its highly empirical and systematic data. The
report’s principal investigators include social activists, academics,
and lawyers from both the United States and India.
The book begins with a preface by Professor Peter Rosenblum of
Harvard Law School. Professor Rosenblum admits his initial
skepticism about researching human rights abuses in Punjab, but
writes that the “careful methodology” of the report’s investigators
has appeased his initial skepticism. He surmises that the “sheer
mass of testimonies” demonstrates that the work of the National
Human Rights Commission (NHRC) and the courts in India has
only barely begun “because there are glaring violations of rights
to be addressed and responsibility to be apportioned” even
after nearly a decade of relative “normalcy.”
In the book’s introduction, Tapan Bose explains the rationale
behind researching and writing the report. He states that this report
was necessary to give “voice” to the victims of the state’s human
rights abuses, to shift the discourse of human rights in Punjab
away from partisan rhetoric to an examination of the facts and the
law, and to present a body of empirically-verifiable evidence to the
NHRC and the courts (both domestic and international) in the
hopes that they will finally act in a meaningful way to apportion
responsibility.
The core of the book consists of 582 case studies of residents of
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Amritsar district who were killed while in police custody, usually
in “faked encounters” or by physical torture, and subsequently
cremated as “unidentified bodies” in public cremation grounds.
Each case-history is based on multiple sources of information
including cremation ground records, police documents, medical
reports, press reports, and personal interviews. The Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI) has also independently confirmed many.
The results of these case-studies reveal several patterns of state
abuse that seriously challenge many of the previously held
conceptions about the state’s actions in crushing the insurgency in
Punjab. For example, it was often assumed that the police used
“illegal,” extra-judicial means to “eliminate” only armed insurgents
(or “criminals”) who engaged in acts of violence. The findings
presented in this study disprove this claim and demonstrate that a
vast number, perhaps majority, of those killed by the police were
not armed insurgents (or “criminals”) but rather people whose only
crime was being a “nuisance” for the police and the state.
This included members of Sikh nationalist (but non-violent)
political organizations, relatives and associates of suspected
dissidents (both violent and non-violent), human rights activists, and
even “innocent” civilians. The police also often acted in its own
self-interests by picking-up individuals for extortion of bribes and
killing them after their relatives could no longer afford to pay
money. Most of the case studies presented in the book also pinpoint
the place and date that many of the “unidentified” persons were
killed and the police party which arrested them before their death.
Khushwant Singh has described the case studies as being
“spine-chilling.”
The study also points to another disturbing pattern regarding human
rights abuses in Punjab- the relative impunity of the police and its
immunity from meaningful prosecution. With few exceptions, the
study shows that cases filed against police officers have made little
headway in terms of prosecution. This is so because of intimidation
of applicants and witnesses by the police, the financial inability of
applicants to sustain years of complex litigation, evidentiary
complexities, and the reluctance of judges to prosecute agents of the
state (i.e. police officers). In addition, the legal jurisdiction of the
NHRC, which came into existence in 1993, has been so narrowly
defined that it cannot effectively take up a majority of the cases
relating to Punjab. Thus, the avenues for legal recourse for the
surviving victims of the state’s human rights abuses have been
few and ineffectual.
This raises a fundamental question. The state can deliver various
forms of “justice” to insurgents and criminals who threaten
country’s unity or who violate the rights of others. But, does this
mean that agents of the state should be allowed to act with complete
impunity regardless of their actions? Furthermore, does the state
have a monopoly on all that is supposedly “just” and “righteous”?
This book deals, in part, with the former question while the latter
question is best left to political philosophers, which the authors do
not claim to be.
A substantial portion of Reduced to Ashes is dedicated to its
original investigator- the slain human rights lawyer, Jaswant Singh
Khalra. Mr. Khalra came from a family of freedom fighters. His
grandfather, Harman Singh, was a passenger on the infamous
Komagata Maru ship in 1914, and spent most of his life either in
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prison or away from his home fighting for Indian independence.
Mr. Khalra’s father, Kartar Singh, was an active member of the
Indian National Congress before Independence. As a university
student, Jaswant Singh Khalra had leftist leanings and was
involved in numerous social causes. His spirit of activism
continued into the 1980’s and, especially, the 90’s when he joined
the human rights wing of the Akali Dal and began to investigate
the cremation of “unidentified bodies” by the police during the
separatist insurgency. His research caused him to become a
“nuisance” to the Punjab police. The police abducted him in
front of his home in Amritsar in September 1995 and
subsequently he was declared, “Disappeared.” His case, in
which former Punjab police chief K.P.S. Gill is also a prime
accused, has been lingering in the Indian judicial system for the
last eight years without nearing any resolution. His widow,
Paramjeet Kaur, is quoted in the book as saying, “I have no hope.
In ten to fifteen years, we will also sit down and give up. How
much can we do?”
In conclusion, the evidence presented in this book is too systematic
and too compelling for the book to be simply characterized as a
denunciation of the Indian state. The findings of this study present
a mirror for the democratic Indian polity to see that it, even with its
many positives points, has in this case failed to respect its own
constitution and the fundamental human rights of many of its
citizens. This book is a must-read for well wishers of human rights
and also for all well-meaning, enlightened Indians who wish to see
their society progress into a healthy and just state. To forget and
forgive injustices and abuses of today is to welcome their
reoccurrence in the future. This approach is not commensurate
with the professed ideals of any democracy. Read the book and
critically judge for yourself.

*****
SO CALLED DASAM GRANTH
Mrs. A Singh, Canada

This so-called Dasam granth is not even a granth but a
slapping together of puranic myths (braj in gurmukhi script
- quite clearly stated). It is more in keeping with the
puranic/kabbalisitc ideology and theory of creation and a
split God who is unable to tend to or even create its creation
without creating other creatures to do it for him. This is a
direct contradiction of the Akal Purukh of Sikhi. Some
extensive sexist literature and elaborate kavita of the kind
indulged in by darbari kavis of rajas with their far-fetched
tales. ( Khalsa having dropped from Shiva's prayer mat!).
There is an occasional red herring thrown in to make it seem
compatible to gurmat, but it is just window dressing.
Anyone who has read this stuff is repulsed and nauseated by
it. This is the anti-literature of Guru Granth sahib, even
worse than the hindalia granth, and successor to it,
nevertheless, with a view to undermine the teachings of Sri
Guru Granth > Sahib.
This evolved from a few pages to the granth of the present
day, to be set up as a rival and to subvert the philosophy of
Guru Granth sahib. Most people have not bothered to read
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it, or have chosen to pull a few paragraphs/stanzas that suit
their purpose to mislead. This is despite the fact that it is
clearly a very shoddy job of putting together a credible
granth that can remotely rival any previous literature
compiled, let alone Guru Granth sahib.
My request is to read the Avtaras and the Charitopakhyan to
the females of your household and then decide if one would
think this is in any way shape or form to be even worthy of
keeping in the vicinity of their sons, daughters and parents.
Here we have some wise one trying to put it in gurdwaras
and indulge in bhang parsads and the most un-khalsa like
behaviour, in order to justify this supposed granth, which
has no mention of khandae di pahul/Amrit ceremony (so far).
With the increase in literacy this is not going to be hidden
like the misdeeds perpetuated in the 18th century. Once any
one reads this stuff, it will be exposed. No amount of hiding
behind Jaap sahib is going to help. Granths may come and
go, but for the Sikh there is only One - The Guru
Granth Sahib, the container of the Divine knowledge. The
shenanigans of other created and time limited gods and
goddesses are of no importance to us. The pages after pages
of viles of women cannot be justified even if they were
matched with viles of men like Chandu and Gangu. These
kinds of perversions make for granths to be read in
brothels not Gurdwaras.
Let the mythology and eroticism - meant for baser instincts be revered by those who have no intention of moving above
it. Those who want some spiritual uplift and advancement in
their lives will automatically seek Guru Granth Sahib – our
mentor and Shabad Guru. No amount of coercion is going to
make us accept parallel granths or literature at par with the
one given in written shape by our Guru sahiban. If it is
knowledge we seek, it is all in there- including the basis for
khandae di pahul/ Amrit/khalsa. Those who seek find it as
promised and those who flounder running in circles trying to
find justification for their misdeeds by trumping up granths
are just deluding themselves. We can only pray for bibek
budhi to actually open up and read the 1430 pages in front of
us.
Things would not have come to this if we had been reading
even one stanza from SGGS daily and contemplating and
imbibing it. We would have known any misleading literature
at a glance. But our so-called maryadas of Akhand paths by
hired pathis, kathas by hired kathakars and kirtans by hired
kirtanyas has resulted in our not knowing or misinterpreting
our second-hand knowledge of our Treasure, resulting in
granths galore in the names of our Guru Sahiban, because the
khalsa of today is too busy promoting himself and has no
time to listen to his Guru, the Guru Granth Sahib, and seeks
to justify his bhang parsads form other literatures deeming
them at par with the one actually given to us by our Gurus.
Those individuals who have spoken up against this mass
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subversion of our faith in Guru Granth sahib in the
form of spurious literatures are the true and few khalsa,
because theirs is courage that made them stand up
against all odds and at the cost of their personal and
intellectual safety to reiterate what every Sikh should
have.
We have only one Granth and that is the Guru Granth.
Least we can do is to declare loudly, above the din created
by vested interests and their RSS swamis - there is no other
Granth for us but Guru Granth. Koor nikhutae nankaa
orakh sach raheen....
*****

SIKH EXPERIENCES OF THE LAST 55 YEARS
IN HINDU INDIA…
Surinder Singh Johar

After a prolonged struggle, the country attained
independence. The Sikhs made far more contribution in this
struggle, as compared with their population. In all, 126
Indians kissed the gallows, of whom 93 were Sikhs. But as
the sun of freedom rose for the country, only darkness
was in store for the Sikhs. The country was partitioned.
The Punjab was divided into two parts-the same Punjab,
which the Sikhs were heirs to, and over every bit of which
land they had shed their blood. Their holy religious places,
including Sri Nankana Sahib, were left in Pakistan. The
Sikhs had to abandon their homes and hearths. They had to
give up their land that produced gold. The Sikhs were
massacred in large numbers.
The country’s partition was the first tragic and unfortunate
happening after the fall of Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s empire.
The country was divided on the basis of religion and not for
geographical reasons. Neither was the partition based on any
principle nor had politics any connection with it. At that
time, four parties were there on the political stage: English
rulers, the Congress (representing Hindus). Muslim League
(representing the Muslims) and Shromani Akali Dal
(representing the Sikhs). The Hindus got Hindustan, the
Muslims, Pakistan, but the Sikhs decided to cast their lot
with the Hindus believing that Hindus would act as their
elder brothers. They thought that there was a close
relationship between Hindus and Sikhs. Just as nails cannot
be separated from the flesh, in the same way, the Sikhs did
not separate from the Hindus
But when the country became independent, the Congress
government went back on its word. It started preaching
hatred against the Sikhs. The Indian Constitution laid the
foundations of discrimination against and injustice to the
Sikhs. Under Article 25 while Muslims and Christians were
recognized as separate religious entities, the Sikhs were
clubbed with the Hindus. The separate entity of the Sikhs
was sought to be denied to them.
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Before independence, Congress leaders had made a number
of promises to the Sikhs, but staged a volte-face after
independence. It had been said that in free India, the interests
of the Sikhs would be fully protected and constitutional
guarantees offered so that they could also stand on an equal
footing (politically speaking) with the rest of the citizens of
this country. They were told that they would not be
discriminated against in the matter of government jobs, trade,
industry, education etc, and their language and culture would
be duly patronized.
In July 1946, Pt Jawahar Lal Nehru had said at a press
Conference, “The brave Sikhs of Punjab deserve to be
given special constitutional guarantees. I see nothing
wrong in carving out an area and a set up in the north
where the Sikhs could also feel the glow of freedom.”
Earlier, in 1931, while addressing a congregation at
Gurdwara Sis Ganj, Delhi, Mahatma Gandhi had said, “I ask
you to trust my words and have faith in the resolutions
passed by the Congress. The Congress shall not betray
any individual or community. If the Congress does so, it
will dig its own grave. I make an appeal to you to dispel all
doubts and apprehensions from your minds. God be witness
that I and the Congress Party made promises to you. I dare
say that our commitment to the ideology of non-violence is
the sure guarantee of our good intentions and the Sikh
brothers need not harbor any kind of fear in their minds.”
But time is very cruel. Keeping of word of honour falls to the
share of great men only. Those who trust politicians’ words,
always find themselves cheated. Neither are they honest and
sincere in their dealings, nor should they be trusted. While
other countrymen started enjoying fruits of freedom, an era
of injustice and discrimination dawned for the Sikhs. The
Sikhs had not recovered from the effects of partition as yet
when the government threw its first salvo and in September
1947, Punjab Governor Sir Chandu Lal Tridevi wrote in an
official circular to the Deputy Commissioners of the State,
“The Sikhs, who have migrated from Pakistan, are the people
with criminal bent of mind. Strict watch should be kept on
them and they should be dealt with sternly.” This letter was a
rude shock to the Sikhs. The question arose: In times to
come, will they be meted out only this kind of treatment in
their own country, with which they had aligned themselves
whole-heartedly? It is quite obvious that this letter must have
been written at the behest of Prime Minister Nehru. The
governor, on his own, dared not write such a letter. Look at
the irony of fate that at that time Punjab’s Home Minister
was S. Swaran Singh. But he kept his mouth shut.
In 1948, an army parade was held at Ambala. It was led by 8
Lt/Major Generals, of whom six were Sikhs. India’s Home
Minister Sardar Patel, who was taking the salute, writhed in
pain on seeing this. The fanatic Hindu within him was
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roused. As a result, till today no Sikh has been made the
Army Chief.
Punjabi Hindus, in the name of aligning themselves with the
country’s mainstream, started declaring Hindi as their
mother tongue even though they did not know how to speak,
read or write in that language. Anti-Sikh elements became
active. Punjabi language was associated only with the Sikhs.
The Jalandhar Municipal Committee passed resolution No.
81, by which Hindi was made the medium of instruction in
schools. Propaganda against Punjabi language and the Sikhs
started gaining in strength.
Akali leader Master Tara Singh, who was an honest and
fearless person, decided to hold a Shahidi Conference in
Delhi on 20th February 1949 for securing for the Sikhs their
legitimate rights. It was on 10th February that Nankana
Sahib martyrdom saga had taken place while trying to get
the gurdwaras liberated from the clutches of ‘mahants’
(priests). Master Tara Singh set out for Delhi at the head of
a ‘Jatha’, but he was arrested at Narela Railway Station.
Sardar Patel had told Pandit Nehru that the Sikhs would not
be permitted to hold the Akali conference in Delhi. The
Akalis held a ‘Shahidi’ congregation within the precincts of
Gurdwara Rakab Ganj, which was addressed by S. Ajit
Singh Sarhadi. The Akalis felt that Defense Minister S.
Baldev Singh was quite ineffective. He had no powers, but
he could not give up his high position at the same time.
In April 1949, the Shromani Akali Dal sought the formation
of Punjabi Suba. The Congress was committed to the
formation of linguistic States. The centre set up a
commission under the Chairmanship of Fazal Ali for the
reorganization of States. On the other hand, the Centre
adopted the policy of ‘divided and rule’ with respect to the
Sikhs, by following which the English had ruled over India.
Under this policy, leaders of the opposition party are
weaned away-some with the lure of money and others by
offering high positions to them. Before the partition of the
country itself, Akali leader S. Baldev Singh had betrayed the
Akalis. He had put himself in the lap of Nehru.
Then S. Swaran Singh became a Minister at the Centre. S.
Ujjal Singh became Governor of Tamilnadu and S. Hukam
Singh first became Deputy Speaker and finally the Governor
of Rajasthan. It was the same Hukam Singh, who had not
appended his signatures to the Indian Constitution saying
that it was anti-minority. But the lure of power makes one
forget everything.
Then came the report of the States Reorganisation
Commission which rejected the demand for Punjabi Suba;
rather Punjabi speaking and Sikh majority area of Pepsu was
merged with Punjab. The Sikhs launched a struggle for the
formation pf Punjabi Suba and offered huge sacrifices.
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50,000 Sikhs were jailed. The Sikh leaders went on fasts unto
death, and at long last, after the 1965 Indo-Pak war, Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi was left with no choice but to
concede the Punjabi Suba demands, which, for various
reasons, turned out to be half-baked and truncated. Neither
did Punjab get its capital city of Chandigarh, nor were its
river waters and High court given to it. Rather many Punjabi
speaking areas were kept out of it.
Although Punjabi Suba demand was conceded, yet the Sikhs
felt cheated once again. Today 37 years have passed since the
Punjabi Suba came into being, but the Akalis have
established their rule for not more than 14-15 years. For the
remaining period, either the Congress was in power or there
was President’s rule in the State. Most importantly, even
Punjabi has not been given its due place in the State.
Today Punjabi language is like an orphan all over the
country. There is none to preserve the heritage of Punjab,
Punjabi and Punjabiat. Even the Sikhs are drifting away
from this heritage.
On 25-26th June 1975, Mrs. Indira Gandhi imposed
emergency in the country, so as to thwart the High Court
judgment against herself and remain in power. Democracy
was muzzled. The champions of democracy, today’s rulers,
the Sangh Parivar, observed an eerie silence. Neither did
anyone lodge protest, nor did they mourn over the death of
democracy. It was the Akali Party, which launched a
‘morcha’ (agitation) against the despotic rule. 60,000 Akalis
were jailed. Total arrests made in the country in connection
with the emergency were 140,000, of which the majority
consisted of the Akalis. Indira Gandhi was infuriated. She
was cut to the quick. She could not tolerate any opposition to
the emergency imposed by her. Who could dare challenge the
despotic rule of Indira Gandhi? She thought of teaching a
lesson to the Sikhs. Confrontation started between her and
the Sikhs and thereafter tragic events took place- first
Operation Blue Star and then the Sikh massacre in Delhi and
at other places. Only recently, the anniversary of the
emergency was observed. Those who had tolerated the
emergency quietly and smilingly spoke against it forcefully,
while the Akali leaders, who were alone in launching a
struggle against the emergency even when they were assured
that all their demands would be accepted, remained tonguetied as if they never were opposed to the emergency.
The present-day Akalis can neither speak in support of
Punjab’s demands, nor launch an agitation against the
injustice done to the Sikhs. But they do threaten to launch
a ‘morcha’ and block the traffic in protest against the
arrest of their corrupt leaders charged with amassing
tons of wealth. What a decline in the character and moral
standards of the present day Akalis! It was Master Tara Singh
who had started a crusade against corruption indulged in by
Partap Singh Kairon, due to which the Centre had to appoint
an inquiry commission. It was as a sequel to the
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commission’s report that Kairon had to resign. Ironically
enough, today it is the workers of Mater Tara Singh’s
party who are saying that if any action is taken against
their corrupt leaders, they will move heaven and earth.
There was a time when the Akalis used to expose the
corruption indulged in by the Congress leaders, but today
the Congress is exposing the corruption of Akali leaders.
The truth remains that neither did the corrupt Congressites
do any good to Punjab, nor have the corrupt Akalis brought
any glory to Panth and the Punjab. If leaders of both the
parties have gone corrupt, it is the Punjab or the Panth,
which will have to bear the brunt. So far as corrupt leaders
are concerned, they do find out ways and means to save
themselves, but the harm that is being caused to the people
as a result of their corruption, will not be compensated for.
Earlier, the Congressmen, in deference to the wishes of the
centre, used to bypass the interests of Punjab and the Sikhs,
and today the Akali leaders, by extending unconditional
support to the centre, are jeopardising the interests of
Punjab and the Panth. Earlier, Congress leaders used to
stake the interests of the Punjab and the Panth for their
vested interests. Today the Akali leaders are sacrificing
Punjab’s interests for the furtherance of their vested
interests.
Courtesy, The spokesman Weekly’s Monthly Issue August 2003

*****
SIKHS AWASH IN A FAITH THAT DEMANDS
DISTINCTIVE DRESS
Story by Rukmini Callimachi
Photos by M. Scott Mahaskey

After a 500-year history of martyrdom, suburban Sikhs are
finding their children leading them back to their roots

AMRITSAR, Punjab - Ipninder Singh was 4 years old when
his mother quietly took him to a beauty salon, cut his long
hair and folded his baby turban inside a drawer in their
apartment in Glendale Heights. Singh's father, Jasbir, had
cut his own hair two years earlier, in 1983, six months after
the Sikh family immigrated to the suburbs from Punjab, the
Sikhs' home state in India. "I really don't want to remember
that day. It was as if I had lost a part of my body," said
Jasbir Singh, 48.
In the Sikh tradition, which began 500 years ago, men wrap
their long hair in turbans. They do not cut their beards,
letting the hair cascade down their chests. They carry
ceremonial swords. But as Jasbir Singh discovered, the look
makes potential employers uncomfortable. He had brought
his family here from Punjab, one of the most prosperous
states in India, and was living in a cramped rental, looking
for work as a computer programmer. "If you walk in
wearing a turban, you stand out," he said. "They grill you
twice as hard - so you have to be three times better to get the
job."
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Sikhs, just 2 percent of India's population of 1 billion, always
have been a minority, a footnote to the country's
predominately Hindu composition. In the suburbs, where
about 2,500 Sikh families have migrated, they now are a
minority within a minority - according to the 2001 census
there are about 125,000 Indian immigrants in the Chicago
area. While most Sikhs reside within 30 miles of the Palatine
gurdwara, their place of worship, they don't settle in the same
neighborhoods - so when the turbaned, sword-carrying men
pump gas or stand at the sidelines of a youth soccer game,
they stand out.
But that is the point, said anthropologist and Sikh scholar
Cynthia Keppley Mahmood of the University of Notre
Dame. Their distinctive dress, she said, was born of the
culture - which came of age in the 17th century in the period
of greatest religious persecution in India. It was the time of
the Mughal Empire, a kingdom of Muslims who imposed
their religion along with their rule, executing Sikhs who
refused to convert. "Many Sikhs had been tempted to pass as
Hindus or Muslims," said Mahmood. The dress was codified
in 1699 by Guru Gobind Singh, the last of 10 Sikh masters.
"Their teacher purposely gave them these outward symbols to
force them to stand up for their principles."
In the Palatine gurdwara, a painting dripping with red
pigment leaves no room for argument. Its subject is a man
with a flowing beard and a turban - Taru Singh, killed in
1745, one of hundreds of Sikh martyrs. He has just been
scalped, his face and chest awash in acrylic blood. "Rather
than cut my hair," he is famous for having told the Muslim
emperor trying to convert him, "I would rather have my head
cut off."
Despite a past filled with bloody resistance, many Sikhs
coming to the Chicago suburbs in the early 1980s tried to
conform. They cut their hair, folded their turbans and left
their swords at home. The resurgence of the faith and the end
to American conformity would start, in many instances, with
their children.
Looking different
It began with name-calling. In third grade, he was called a
Hindu, and it wasn't meant as a compliment. "I'm not a
Hindu, I'm a Sikh," Ipninder Singh, now 21, would tell his
classmates at G. Stanley Hall School in Glendale Heights. "I
was being teased for something I wasn't. But the problem was
I wasn't even sure what I was."
The Sikh faith was founded in the 15th century by Guru
Nanak, first of the 10 Sikh masters, as a rejection of the
ingrained caste system of Hinduism and the ritualism of
Islam. To underscore the caste-less state, Sikh men take the
ritual surname Singh, meaning "lion." Women, regardless of
their marital status, use the last name Kaur, or "princess," in
order to denote both their stature and their equality. The
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cornerstone of the Golden Temple in Amritsar, the holiest of
the Sikh shrines, was laid by a Muslim saint, while the Guru
Granth Sahib, the Sikh bible, is interwoven with teachings
from both Hinduism and Islam. But theirs is a separate
identity - immortalized in legends of gruesome martyrdom.
As a child, Ipninder Singh adored cartoons, especially G.I.
Joe and the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. But at age 8, a
different cartoon also caught his imagination - the turbaned
saints and martyrs of the Amar Chitra Katha comic books.
Published in Bombay, Amar Chitra Katha is the Marvel
Comics of India, the difference being that the action heroes
are lifted from religious history.
The story of the martyrdom of the 8- and 9-year-old sons
of Guru Gobind Singh, who were walled alive behind
bricks when they refused to convert to Islam in 1704, stuck
with Ipninder. The boys, he remembers thinking, were his
age.
"If they can go to their death for their faith, then why
can't I make the same commitment?" he asked himself.
On Sundays, the family went to the Palatine gurdwara and
ate with other Sikhs. His father Jasbir, embarrassed to
appear without religious attire, tied a turban around his head
even though it was obvious his hair was short and his beard
shorn.
He couldn't look at the painting of Taru Singh. "It was like a
slap in the face," he says now. "Look at what our forefathers
have done for us. We can't even do that? Here, we have no
price to pay, while there they paid the price in heads." Inside
the gurdwara, it was easy to be Sikh. But outside it still was
a different world. "On our way home," Ipninder recalled, "if
Mom needed to stop at White Hen, my dad would make me
go in and get the milk, because he didn't want to get out of
the car with a turban on."
Ipninder Singh went to India over winter break that year.
Inside a gurdwara, he saw a picture of Guru Gobind Singh,
the master who had given Sikhs the symbols of the faith.
His white beard flowed like a waterfall over his chest.
"When am I going to do this?" Ipninder Singh asked
himself. He phoned his father and said, "Dad, I'm coming
home, and I'm going to grow my hair."
Washed in blood
In winter, under a roof of stars, the faithful in Punjab begin
washing the marble inside their holiest shrine, first with
water, then with milk. It is the men who scrub the wet stone,
which becomes so cold it stings their feet. Women, who are
not allowed to clean the gilded interior of the Golden
Temple in Amritsar, even though the religion teaches
equality, wipe its outer staircase with the ends of their
shawls. They kneel, placing their foreheads on the
incandescent stone. All through the night, the holy hymns of
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the Sikhs waft over the temple's walls. It is as if the marble
here is soaked in prayer.

detained and tortured Sikh youths as a counter-insurgency
measure said an Amnesty International report.

Yet for three days in June of 1984, the Golden Temple was
washed in blood. Two years before, Sikh militants had
barricaded themselves inside the temple and stockpiled
weapons. In June 1984, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi sent
forces to flush them out. They surrounded the temple on one
of the holiest days of the Sikh calendar, the martyrdom of
Guru Arjun Dev, the fifth teacher. For three days, the battle
raged. When it ended, officials said more than 600 Sikhs and
Indian security forces were dead. Mahmood, who has written
extensively on "Operation Blue Star," as it was called, puts
the deaths at 5,000.

There never was any explanation offered for Apar Singh's
arrest. He and his family say he was not part of the
Khalistan conflict and he wore his hair cut short. "They put
electrical wires under his toenails," said Amrit Kaur, 42,
who now lives in Palatine. "That was the welcoming
ceremony."

Those inside had been listening to the sermon of Jarnail
Singh Bhindranwale, considered a saint by many Sikhs and a
terrorist by the Indian government. He and his followers
demanded greater autonomy for Punjab and the return of
lands that had been partitioned in 1947 into the neighboring
state of Haryana. Sikhs are divided in their allegiance to
Bhindranwale, who died in Operation Blue Star and whose
picture hangs in the Palatine gurdwara. But none can forgive
the Indian government for attacking the temple. "It's like
attacking the Vatican on Christmas," Mahmood said.
"There were literally thousands of people inside."
Four months later, Indira Gandhi was assassinated by her
Sikh bodyguards. That unleashed one of the worst riots in
India's history. At least 2,000 Sikhs in Delhi and throughout
the Punjab were killed - many dragged from their houses,
doused in kerosene and set afire. Over the next decade, Sikh
nationalists waged guerrilla war for an independent homeland
they called Khalistan - a fight that ultimately failed and left
1,748 Indian security forces dead, according to the South
Asia Terrorism Portal. Punjab reportedly lost more than
10,000 civilians, according to Amnesty International.
Sikhs, said University of Northern Iowa historian Louis
Fenech, refer to this period as the third ghalugara, or
holocaust. Ghalugaras are periods of great martyrdom, when
Sikhs have stood up for their faith at great risk.
In Lake Zurich in 1984, Amrit Kaur Dhillon, then 25,
watched the news flickering on CNN. Daily, she tried to call
her family in Amritsar, especially her younger brother, Apar.
By her own admission, she was not yet a devout Sikh. But,
like all who had grown up in the vicinity of the Golden
Temple, she knew its sacred geography well. It was a space
she had traveled as a little girl, holding on to her
grandmother's hand. They came for Amrit Kaur's brother,
Apar Singh, in the middle of the night. It was 1991, seven
years after Indira Gandhi's assassination, but the movement
for Khalistan raged on. In the eyes of the Indian military,
every Sikh was a potential terrorist. Indian police routinely

Now 40, Apar Singh still lives on the outskirts of Amritsar.
In a blue room he stares up at a portrait of Guru Arjun Dev,
who laid the foundation of the Golden Temple. Guru Arjun
Dev is best known for being the first Sikh martyr. At the
orders of the Mughal Emperor Jahangir he was made to sit
on a sheet of red-hot iron. Boiling water was poured over
him. One legend says he died walking into a river, softly
repeating the name of God.
But when Apar Singh was tortured, he said there was no
room for thought and none for prayer. He fell unconscious;
when he awoke, it began again. They spread his legs apart
until his groin bled. "They tied his arms behind his back and pulled him up," Amrit Kaur said. "It split his shoulder
blades apart." She stared at the silk flowers lining her
windowsill to keep her composure. "It was time for me to
think about who I was," Kaur said.
Many in the Sikh community here decided it was time to
think. The troubles created a sudden sense of solidarity and
a reaffirmation of a faith many had taken for granted. "That
was the turning point for all of us," said activist Kulmeet
Singh, 35, of Clarendon Hills, who directs the Sikh
Coalition, a national advocacy group. "Even though I have
never cut my hair in my life, I like to say I didn't really have
long hair until 1984. That's when I realized what it meant."
'Proud to be Sikh'
By the time Ipninder Singh enrolled at Ellis Middle School
in Elgin, he was wearing a small bun covered by a patka, a
cloth used by Sikh boys to cover their hair before graduating
to the full turban. He faced trouble weekly, sometimes daily.
At recess, he wasn't included in play. He was kicked and
kneed. Once he was punched outright. "I'm not a Hindu,
I'm a Sikh. It's a different religion," he learned to say.
One teacher advised him to "leave his religion at home."
Instead, he bought a "Proud to be Sikh" T-shirt from the
gurdwara and walked defiantly through the school's halls.
When another boy pulled off his patka and his hair came
unraveled, he wasn't able to tie it back up. His mother came
to school and silently retied it. On a school bus, one of the
most humiliating encounters occurred when another boy
grabbed his coiled hair and shook the bun until it came
undone. He kept most of this from his parents. But some
details slipped out. "If my son can do it - why can't I?"
Jasbir Singh remembers thinking. On his way to an
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interview at McDonald's corporate offices, Jasbir tied the
turban as he would when he was going to the gurdwara.
"Come what may," he told himself. "Come what may."
He was hired.
Warrior princesses
It had been on Harvind Kaur's mind for some time. A
signboard in the Palatine gurdwara states the three objectives
of the Sikh faith - first, to preach the oneness of God. Second,
to abolish caste. But it is the third, which has caught the
imagination of young Sikh women: "To preach the equality
of man and woman." In the Sikh tradition, men are the
soldier-saints and women are the warrior-princesses. Harvind
Kaur, a 32-year-old television producer from Bensenville,
had never so much as trimmed her hair - which, like most
Sikhs, she regards as the "guru's gift." Like men, Sikh women
are not allowed to cut their hair, but nowhere in the Sikh
scripture does it say they are required to wear the turban, said
Nikky-Guninder Kaur Singh, a professor at Colby College
who wrote a book about Sikh scriptures. As Harvind Kaur
was growing up, her mother taught her the gurbani, the Sikh
religious poems. She also grew up steeped in a tradition that
featured heroines like Mai Bhago, who in the 17th century
taunted a group of Sikh soldiers for having deserted their
guru in battle, and then led them back to the battlefield
herself. In wall calendars, Mai Bhago rides a black steed and
brandishes a silver sword. She also wears a golden turban.
For years it bothered Harvind Kaur that Sikh men alone bore
the burden of the faith in their dress. In 1996, she went to her
sister's house in Wisconsin for what she called a "trial run."
In that refuge she tied the turban. "If we're going to say that
we're equal in all respects, then part of that means taking on
the other challenges," she said. After a few days of getting
used to her new look, Harvind Kaur turned to her young
niece and asked what she thought. "You kind of look like a
boy," the girl told her. "It confirmed everything I was doing,"
said Kaur. Strengthened, she went back to Chicago, where
she was producing "Educate," a weekly program on issues in
education for Channel 20, a PBS affiliate.
At first, she went about writing the shows in such a way as to
limit her on-air appearances - until her boss took notice.
"Harvind, our viewers need to see you," her manager said.
"It was a real affirmation. Here was my boss, the general
manager of a TV station. She was accepting me, even though
I was wearing a turban," Kaur said. There now are nearly 30
women at the Palatine gurdwara who wear the turban. Most
made that decision as young women in the 1990s. Elevenyear-old Manmeet Kaur of Bartlett already has decided. She
is all warrior-princess on the outside. "No it doesn't bother
me," she said of the black turban she wears to Nature Ridge
School every day, where she is the only Sikh girl.
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As far back as the 1400s, Guru Nanak defined God as
both male and female and advocated the full
participation of women in all aspects of the faith. Despite
that teaching, in modern India, Punjab has one of the highest
rates of female infanticide and the ratio of girls to boys is
falling, according to India's 2001 census. In the inner
sanctum of the Golden Temple, women are not allowed to
chant the Holy Scriptures, clean the floor, or help carry the
holy book as it makes its grand entrance early each morning.
This is the growing divide between the second generation of
Sikhs here and Sikhs in India, where the power of
orthodoxy is non-negotiable and where traditional roles
have slowly seeped back into daily life, said Colby College's
Nikky-Guninder Kaur Singh.
In 1998, Harvind Kaur and a group of young Sikhs from the
Palatine gurdwara traveled to a Sikh village where they
worked in a school. They also saw that some gurdwaras
were segregated by caste and came home to talk about it, an
act that itself was brimming with rebellion. "Ask any Indian
and they'll not say anything - they're hiding their shame,"
said Harvind Kaur. "I'm a Sikh, but I'm also an American and I believe in facing the problem head on and saying,
'This is wrong.' It doesn't weaken the faith to say that. I
know my religion is strong and true.'"
The future
For Sikhs in the suburbs, it's a lonely battlefield. "I feel
people staring at me - but it's an old feeling now," said
Ipninder Singh. Outside his dorm room at Benedictine
University in Lisle, he usually is the only man in sight with
a turban and flowing beard. In corporate offices and
suburban schools, it's the same. "For most of the day, once I
step out of my house, I'm the only Sikh," said Kulmeet
Singh. But the self-consciousness, he said, is blended with a
sense of pride.
"There's a certain strength that comes from it - I am
wearing the symbols of my people's sovereignty," he
said.
Since Sept. 11, Sikhs often are mistaken for Muslims and
sometimes taunted with slurs of "Osama." They are asked to
remove their turbans at airport security check-ins. "I was
asked to take it off," said Kulmeet Singh, recalling an
incident at O'Hare Airport. He told the screener, "That
would be like me asking you to take your pants off." The
Sikh Coalition has worked to educate federal screeners
about Sikh dress. Acceptance is growing in some places. In
1990, Sikhs in the Royal Mounted Canadian Police won the
right to wear turbans instead of the uniform flat-brimmed
hats. Gov. Rod Blagojevich's main fund-raiser in the Indian
community was newspaper owner Rajinder Bedi, a turbaned
Sikh. "Rod promised me that if he won he would make
everyone in Illinois know what a Sikh is," said Bedi, who
has stood on stages next to the governor at high-profile
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events - a gesture, said Bedi, that might seem insignificant,
but does a lot to help Sikhs gain acceptance.
But the greatest gain may be in the flowering of the Sikh
community. The Palatine gurdwara will finish a $2 million
expansion project this fall and there are gurdwaras in
Chicago and Island Lake. In the Chicago area, there are Sikh
cultural societies, the weekly Punjab Times and Fulkari TV, a
Punjabi-language television channel. Every summer, Sikh
bridegrooms ride white horses through the side streets of
Palatine to the gates of the gurdwara. There, in a re-creation
of an age-old Punjabi wedding custom, the turbaned
bridegroom descends and greets his bride's family. At one
wedding last year, the bride, a picture-perfect Punjabi beauty,
wore a red veil. But the bridegroom's mother and sister both
wore turbans. As the two groups met at the gurdwara's gate,
the old world met the new. To Ipninder Singh, it is a modern
analogy that helps him make sense of what his ancestors
taught.
"To be a policeman, you have to have a uniform on the
outside," he said. "But you also have to have a code of
ethics on the inside." "It's the same with being a Sikh.
You have an outward identity, which has to line up with
an internal commitment."

*****
JUNE 1984: UNDERSTANDING THE INDIAN
GOVERNMENT’S ‘JUSTIFICATION’ FOR
KILLING ITS OWN CITIZENS
By: Dr. Swaranjeet Singh

“Sikhs Awash in a Faith that Demands Distinctive Dress”
written by Rukmini Callimachi was published in the Daily
Herald newspaper on May 6, 2003. The article deserves
acknowledgement for correctly recognizing and asserting that
the Sikhs are a separate people and nation. However, the
limited information provided regarding a pivotal historical
moment for the Sikhs is highly problematic. The information
regarding the Indian Government’s planned attack on the
Darbar Sahib; under the code name Operation Blue Star is
unbalanced and factually incorrect. Callimachi incorrectly
claims that the main motivating factor in the planned attack
was a stockpiling of arms in the holy shrine. What is even
more troubling is that this “fact” is part of the story without
any attribution. It is the purpose of this document to provide
additional vital information that provides a more balanced
view with verifiable sources. The purpose of this brief is not
to provide the Indian Governments reasons for attacking the
Sikhs, but instead to point out that the claim as restated in
Callimachi’s article is in fact false. There are a myriad of
complex reasons that lead to Indira Gandhi’s attack. They
deserve a separate and much longer brief. However, the
following will prove that the statement regarding arms is
incorrect and part of a smoke screen needed to justify the
unlawful action.
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In 1984, India’s Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi ordered a
full-scale military operation against the Sikhs, code named
Operation Blue Star. The attack was premeditated and
highly planned. The facts pertaining to this event are highly
distorted by government sources that needed a justification
for the military action against its own civilian population.
The suggestion by Callimachi in her article that the
action was justified due to the need to flush out
“militants” who had “stockpiled” weapons is a highly
contested and refuted by credible sources and has been
proven to be part of the Indian Government’s
propaganda to justify the actions of Indira Gandhi.
Callimachi writes:
Yet for three days in June of 1984, the Golden Temple was
washed in blood. Two years before, Sikh militants had
barricaded themselves inside the temple and stockpiled
weapons. In June 1984, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi sent
forces to flush them out. They surrounded the temple on one
of the holiest days of the Sikh Calendar, the martyrdom of
Guru Arjun Dev, the fifth teacher.1
While on the surface this pithy statement may seem
insignificant to the Daily Herald’s suburban audience, it is
of huge concern to those who the article intends to
represent. There are several problems with this statement
that must be addressed. This statement is highly partial and
only tells one side of this complex and important event in
Sikh history and Indian history. If more research and a sense
of balance had been put into this statement Sikhs would not
be perturbed by the statement. However, nowhere in the
article is there the non-government angle to the story. Nor is
this statement attributed to a source. It is assumed true. S.K.
Sinha, a General in the Indian Army, who was contacted
to conduct the attack but declined, is quoted as say the
following on July 16 1984:
“The Army action was not the ‘last resort’ as Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi would have us believe, decided
upon toward May-end (1984). It had been in her mind for
more than 18 months.” Said the General that when he was
GOC-in-C of Western Command, he got a call around 10
p.m. from ‘someone in Delhi’ that a decision had been taken
at the highest level that the Army should undertake the
arrest of Sant Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale. Nothing was
heard after the General told the caller that in matters like
this he would like to hear from either the Chief of Army Staff
or the Defense Minister. This was towards 1981 end when
Darbara Singh was Chief Minister i.e. nearly 30 months
before the Army actually struck at Amritsar--- This was long
before the Akalis launched their morcha in August 1982.
Shortly after the morcha, the Army began rehearsals of a
commando raid near Chakrata Cantonment in the Doon
Valley, where a complete replica of the Golden Temple
complex had been built. “Another training involving
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Aviation Research Centre Commandos was given in the
Sarsawa area and Yamuna bed in helicopters converted into
gunships. This plan, earmarked for implementation first in
August last year (1983) and then in April this (1984) year,
was given up as it had leaked out to the Sikh militants.” “In
view of these military preparations, if Sant Bhindrawale and
his men decided to defend the Golden Temple with all their
might and means, no one can, and should, blame them.”
“You are duty-bound to do your all when you know someone
is going to raid your house. In this case, the house was the
holiest Sikh Shrine in the world.” “All you have to do is to
match the adversary’s weapons with your own weapons of
equal, if not more, fire power. This is an acknowledged rule
of combat.” “Mrs. Gandhi contends that arms were being
collected by Sant Bhindranwale for the last one year. But this
was much after she herself had drawn up plans for Army
action against the Golden Temple and other gurdwaras. In
December, last year (1983) two trenches were dug by Sant’s
men in front of Teja Singh Samundari Hall within the holy
complex but he was persuaded to fill them up. This proves
that till then no responsible Akali leader was prepared for an
armed showdown with the Government.”2
Sinha’s information has been published in many other
regional language dailies across Punjab and India. We can
see from this information some very crucial points that must
be understood. As an Army insider Sinha’s words are highly
credible. First Sinha makes it clear that the attack on the
Darbar Sahib and other Gurudwaras had been planned well
before 1982. The fact that the attack was delayed until 1984
speaks to the government’s need to find probable cause for
such an army action. The action was given up in 1983
because it was believed to have been leaked to the Sikhs. If
the Sikhs only found out about this potential attack in 1983,
claiming that they had begun stockpiling weapons against the
state in 1982 is not possible. Also, Sinha in his own words
informs us that the Sikhs did not want an armed
confrontation. As he says they were persuaded to fill in
trenches that were dug for a defensive purpose given Indira
Gandhi’s intentions. Finally, Sinha himself acknowledges
that the government’s actions are unlawful. He provides
justification for the Sikhs should they need to protect
themselves against an adversary that intended to defy the
rules of government and combat.
Sinha is not the only individual that has pointed out facts that
refute the allegation that the Sikhs had stockpiled weapons.
Dr. Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon, the author of an independent
White Paper on the attack wrote extensively regarding Indira
Gandhi’s motivations for the attack and provided information
and evidence that went beyond the government’s version of
the truth. In his introduction he clearly articulates the need
for such a work:
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A spate of false propaganda prejudiced reporting,
distortions and one-sided versions of the Punjab problem
have filled the columns of newspapers. As a result most
people in India and abroad have not formed a correct
assessment of the problem. Biased versions circulated by
the Government controlled media have led to all sorts of
misunderstanding and misconceptions in the public mind.
The White Paper issued by the Government of India was
nothing but an exercise in self-proclaimed righteousness. It
was an ingenious attempt to white wash the glaring facts in
order to justify the ill-conceived policies of the Government
epitomizing in the Blue Star attack on the Golden Temple,
the sanctum of the Sikhs. It takes up the events of only three
years (1981-1984) and takes no cognizance of the historical
backdrop. Such a study is bound to be lop-sided, limited and
partial…The purpose of this Paper is to provide a true
perspective on this challenging subject and to enlighten
those, who have no access to actual facts. The full Punjab
story presents a sordid tale of political trickery, colossal
discrimination, Machiavellian strategies, deceptive accords,
murky intrigues, confrontation and blood-shed.3
1 Rukmini Callimachi, “Sikhs Awash in a Faith that Demands Distinctive
Dress.” Daily Herald 6 May 2003.
2 S.K. Sinha, ”Sant Bhindrawale did not nothing wrong by defending the
Golden Temple.” Spokesman June
June 2001:28-29
3 Gurdharshan Singh Dhillon, Truth About Punjab.
(Amritsar, Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, 1996) 1.

*****
ESCALATION OF ETHNIC VIOLENCE ALL
AROUND AND THE UNIQUE
'ANTHROPOLOGICAL' BEHAVIOUR OF THE
SIKHS IN 1984.
Dr. Kuldip Singh, Chandigarh

The world is seeing rising ethnic violence in the Middle
East, and in the Gujarat and J&K States of India. Innocent
people, men, women and children are being massacred and
burnt, and their properties looted and destroyed because
they happen to belong to different ethnic groups professing
different religions. This is in striking contrast to the
behaviour of Sikhs who in spite of the gravest possible
provocation did not react in a similar manner in 1984.
Curfew was imposed in the whole of Punjab state of India,
and the media representatives were turned out of Punjab on
3rd June 1984. Under the Code Name of "Operation Blue
Star", Indian Army attacked the Darbar Sahib Complex
Amritsar and 39 other Gurudwaras of Punjab from June 3 –
7, 1984 on the pretext of flushing out of militants.
Thousands of innocent men, women and children who were
celebrating the martyrdom of the 5th Guru of the Sikhs
(Guru Arjan) were caught unawares, and were killed in the
process. This event shocked the Sikhs all over the world.
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Even before "Operation Blue Star", regular attempts had been
made to poison the Sikh mind and convince the community
that they were second-rate citizens of the country. This was
done to provoke them into acts of violence to defame them.
During the Asian Games of New Delhi (Nov. 1982), all Sikhs
traveling from Punjab, through Haryana State were harassed
manhandled and searched by the police. No Sikh was spared
and well-known Sikh personalities were humiliated. These
included Air Chief Marshal Arjan Singh (Retd.) Marshal of
the Indian Air Force, Lt. Gen. J.S. Arora (Retd.) and Sardar
Swaran Singh, Ex Defence and Foreign Affairs Minister,
Govt. of India.
On the call of the Sikh leader, Sant Longowal, to observe a
two-hour program of "Rasta Roko" or suspension of traffic
on roads on 4.4.1983, the police met the peaceful agitators
with unprovoked and indiscriminate firing. A fact-finding
team of A.B. Vajpayee (now PM of India) and H.S. Surjit
(Genl. Secretary CPI) was shocked by the devastation at
Malerkotla and Kupkalan, and came to the conclusion "that
the excesses committed by the police were heart rending."
On a call for a bandh (suspension of all work) on 14.2.1984
by the Hindu Suraksha Samiti resulted in large-scale
widespread violence against the Sikhs all over Himachal,
Haryana and Punjab. Hindu mobs attacked Sikhs at 56 places
in Amritsar alone. Eight Sikhs were shot dead by the BSF
outside Moga Gurdwara on 26.4.1984.
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was certain that with the Indian
Army attacking 40 Gurudwaras on the special day when
thousands of Sikhs families visit the Gurudwaras, would
serve to agonize and chastise the Sikhs. Dead bodies of
innocent Sikhs killed were removed in garbage trucks and
cremated without identification.
"Operation Blue Star" was followed by "Operation
Wood-Rose" to cause further hurt and destroy the moral
strength of the Sikhs. The Army unleashed a reign of terror
on the Sikh populace in the countryside, specially targeting
baptized Sikhs. Thousands of Sikh men, women and children
were rounded up as suspected terrorists. An Army circular
no. 153 issued in July 1984, directed the army to keep
track of baptized Sikhs "who are dangerous people
pledged to commit murders, arson and acts of terrorism."
Indira Gandhi was hoping that if the Sikhs did not react to
"Operation Blue Star", they would react to "Operation Wood
Rose".
In retrospect, Indira Gandhi had mounted her onslaught on
the Sikhs acting on the advice given to her at the age of 13 as
written in the "Glimpses of World History" by Pandit Nehru,
(pp. 7, 37). Nehru had quoted a Sanskrit proverb on Jan 5,
1931 in his 2nd letter to Indira from jail: "For the family,
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sacrifice the individual, for the community the family,
for the country the community and for the soul the
whole world." In his 14th letter to Indira dated Jan 20, 1931,
Nehru had made the translation of the Sanskrit verse more
explicit... "...The individual should be sacrificed for the
family, the family for the community and the community
for the country."
In spite of the grave and continuous humiliation, the Sikhs
did not react the way Indira Gandhi had expected them to
do. The Gurus had ingrained this firmly into the psyche of
the Sikhs that they must see the presence of the Lord in
everyone, and must not harbour ill-will against any
individual simply because he worshipped in a different
manner.
Rajiv Gandhi must have been privy to her schemes of
"Operation Blue Star" and "Operation Wood Rose". If
the Sikhs had reacted the way Hindus and Muslims react in
similar situations and had attacked innocent Hindus
specially in the villages where they are in a small minority,
then it would have given the Indian Army and Paramilitary
Forces a handle and they would have exterminated 5-6
million Sikhs in the countryside of Punjab. Any minor acts
of Sikhs against either Hindus or their or Government
Property would have been magnified and propagated by the
media resulting in a massive onslaught by the Indian masses
against the Sikhs in Delhi and everywhere outside of Punjab
resulting in virtual wiping out the Sikh population outside
Punjab.
The assassination of Indira Gandhi by two Sikhs provided
an opportunity to unleash a massive and widespread
onslaught against the Sikhs in Delhi and all over Northern
India including trains. For the three days that the body of the
slain PM was kept before its cremation, the police were in
total inaction. The mayhem killed thousands of innocent
Sikhs all over Northern India and their property was looted
and burnt. Even this widespread attack on the innocent
Sikhs did not make the Sikhs rise in anger against the
innocent public and they refrained from attacking
anyone to demonstrate their anguish and anger.
The reaction of the Sikhs in 1984
inhuman killing of innocent Sikhs and
property was indeed unique and has
parallel in any country of the world.
attacked non-Sikhs or burnt any
property in retaliation during 1984.

to the widespread
destruction of their
no anthropological
Not a single Sikh
private or govt.

The Gurus (1469-1708) had changed the anthropological
behaviour of those who accepted their teachings, which are
now enshrined in the Guru Granth Sahib. A radically new
community with a different behaviour pattern had emerged.
Just compare it with the reaction of the Hindus and
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Muslims in 1992-1993 (at Ayodhya and Bombay) and now
in 2002 where mobs of Hindus and Muslims killed each
other. Similarly, the Jews and the Muslims are killing
each other in the Middle East.
Who were the Sikh terrorists and militants who emerged from
1985 onwards? Twenty Five Thousands of them were
eliminated during 1992-1994 and their bodies cremated as
unidentified terrorists. The Human Rights Activist, Mr. J.S.
Khalra who brought this cold-blooded massacre of the Sikh
youth to the notice of the world was done away with during
1995.
Who are the Sikh terrorists still awaiting trial in the jails for
over ten years? Who are the Sikh terrorists in Pakistan whom
the Indian Govt. is demanding from Pakistan? What is the
truth behind the crash of Air India Jumbo, Kanishka in 1985?
This deserves a detailed research by social anthropologists
to unravel this mystery of creation and elimination of the
Sikh terrorists from 1985–1995. When the Governor of
Punjab, Surender Nath died in a helicopter crash alongwith
all nine members of his family, lot of money was found at his
residence. According to sources, the list prepared by the
intelligence agencies included Rs.110 crores (Rs.1100
million) beside other assets. According to highly placed
sources the Union Govt. had paid Rupees 4500 crore to
Mr Surender Nath, IPS, who held many prestigious posts
from time to time, to "prop up" terrorism. This 110 crore
was possibly the remnant. "According to the Punjab State
magistracy, the number of Sikhs killed during the past one
decade is around 2 lakhs. Their calculation is based on
60,000 awards which have been given to the security
personnel during the last ten years." A "PEOPLE'S
COMMISSION" organized by Justice Kuldip Singh retired
Judge of the Supreme Court in 1997 to investigate the large
number of eliminations in Punjab was stopped after the first
sitting by judicial action. There was a 'danger' that it would
have revealed the happenings in Punjab after 1984.

*****
WOULD THE REAL GANDHI PLEASE STAND
UP?
By G.B. Singh

Almost everyone knows of Mahatma Gandhi. Barring few
exceptions within the ranks of fundamentalist Hindus,
Gandhi is universally recognized for his nonviolent crusades
to seek justice, liberty, and equality, and applauded for
bringing independence to India from British colonialism.
Some Hindu fundamentalists do not think much of Gandhi
because they believe that he harbored excessive pro-Muslim
views, which went against the general welfare of the Hindus.
The validity of such views has never been openly debated,
and those who hold such anti-Gandhi views have never
examined their views critically. If other Indians outside the
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small circle of Hindu fundamentalists held anti-Gandhi
opinions, I am not aware of them. Moreover, the public has
been told that the vast majority of Indians do respect
Gandhi. Some even go so far as to literally worship him.
I was raised in India and taught to follow in the footsteps of
Mahatma Gandhi. After coming to the United States, I was
amazed to see how popular Gandhi was in Western
society—more so than in India, in some respects. Even more
amazing was his popularity among Black Americans. The
release of the film “Gandhi” in 1982 increased his
popularity, and young Black Americans went to the theaters
to see the movie as part of their school curriculum. Now
those Black Americans are adults, and many of them happen
to meet me on a daily basis. Talking to them, I have
recognized that Gandhi is a far more famous figure among
African Americans. Many of them associate the Rev. Martin
Luther King, Jr. with Gandhi. They believe that Dr. King
followed in the footsteps of Gandhi and thus modeled his
Civil Rights Movement after him. Therefore, the successes
of the movement are attributed to Gandhi. This view is even
shared by the senior officials of the National Park Service
that installed Gandhi’s statue at the Martin Luther King, Jr.,
National Historic Site in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1998.
Because I enjoy my conversations with African Americans,
I often get them thinking radically differently by asking
them:
“What was Gandhi’s relationship to Black people?”
They answer back: “The relationship had to be a good one.”
This is supported, as they point out unhesitatingly, by the
example of Dr. King, who, of course, followed him.
I then will ask: “Do you know that Dr. King never met
Gandhi?”
Many of them are not aware that King and Gandhi had
never met. I then repeat my earlier question: “What was
Gandhi’s relationship to Black people?”
I get no answers.
Many Blacks are not cognizant of the fact that Gandhi lived
in South Africa from 1893 to 1914. He then lived in India
from 1915 to 1948. My question to them pertains to
Gandhi’s relationship with Blacks precisely at the time
when he lived in South Africa for 21 years. One cannot help
but discern that there is not a single Black person anywhere
in any of the photos of Gandhi during that time. With Black
people in the great majority, there is no way that Gandhi had
missed noticing them.
Why is this? The answer is very simple: Gandhi hated Black
people. Only a few scholars are aware of this background.
For all practical purposes, the burden of unraveling this
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mystery fell upon my shoulders. Here are some of the
highlights:
In 1906 Gandhi had participated in a war against Blacks. The
Gandhian literature either keeps quiet on the subject or tries
to paint him as a great humanitarian who actually helped
Blacks by rendering to them urgent medical care. Had he not
done so, we are told, many Blacks would have died. While
researching the historical documents, however, I found that
Gandhi’s participation had nothing to do with “humanitarian
concerns” for Black people. He was more concerned with
“allying relationships” with the colonial Whites living in
Natal colony. Driven by his racial outlook, he went out of his
way to enlist Indians to join the army under him to fight for
his cause against the Blacks. He also considered Indians
living in South Africa to be “fellow colonists” along with the
White colonists, over the indigenous Blacks.
We accredit Gandhi with inventing the great technique of
Satyagraha, the nonviolent resistance movement to redress
wrongs. Satyagraha had its birth in South Africa, and the
popular history books laud Gandhi’s successes in his
struggles for his people against the system of apartheid.
Nothing could be further from the truth, however. We need to
ask: If Gandhi’s technique was so good and was of such
tremendous importance to the suffering Blacks of South
Africa, then why is it that not a single Black newspaper ever
mentioned Gandhi’s Satyagraha? Again, as my research led
me to delve more deeply into the historical records, I learned
that the inception of Gandhi’s Satyagraha had the
underpinnings of anti-Black racism. This especially came to
light after Gandhi was convicted for breaking the law in
1908, and then sentenced. To his surprise, as he walked into
the prison, he noticed “niggers,” and had to live among them.
This was bad news to him and it fortified his racist resolve,
which formed the very foundation of his Satyagraha struggle.
Here is one excerpt from my book that Gandhi wrote himself:
The cell was situated in the Native quarters
and we were housed in one that was
labelled “For Colured Debtors”. It was this
experience for which we were perhaps all
unprepared. We had fondly imagined that
we would have suitable quarters apart from
the Natives. As it was, perhaps, it was well
that we were classed with the Natives. We
would now be able to study the life of
native prisoners, their customs and
manners. I felt, too, that passive resistance
had not been undertaken too soon by the
Indian community. Degradation underlay
the classing of Indians with Natives. The
Asiatic Act seemed to me to be the summit
of our degradation. It did appear to me, as I
think it would appear to any unprejudiced
reader, that it would have been simple
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humanity if we were given special
quarters. The fault did not lie with the
gaol authorities. It was the fault of the law
that has made no provision for the special
treatment of Asiatic prisoners. Indeed, the
Governor of the gaol tried to make us as
comfortable as he could within the
regulations. The chief warder, as also the
head warder, who was in immediate
charge of us, completely fell in with the
spirit that actuated the Governor. But he
was powerless to accommodate us beyond
the horrible din and the yells of the Native
prisoners throughout the day and partly at
night also. Many of the Native prisoners
are only one degree removed from the
animal and often created rows and fought
among themselves in their cells. The
Governor could not separate the very few
Indian prisoners (It speaks volumes for
Indians that among several hundred there
were hardly half a dozen Indian prisoners)
from the cells occupied by Native
prisoners. And yet it is quite clear that
separation is a physical necessity. So
much was the classification of Indians and
other Asiatics with the Natives insisted
upon that our jumpers, which being new
were not fully marked, had to be labelled
“N”, meaning Natives. How this
thoughtless classification has resulted in
the Indians being partly starved will be
clearer when we come to consider the
question of food.
A number of Black American leaders in the late 1930s went
to India and met Gandhi. Their encounters with Gandhi
have never been critically analyzed. The propaganda
channels have tried to describe these visits as highly
educational, claiming that they brought new vigor to the
Blacks’ fight against racism in America, using Gandhi’s
example. The truth, however, is that two of these Black
leaders, Benjamin E. Mays and Howard Thurman, who had
such a profound influence on the Rev. King, never
mentioned a word about Gandhi to the young adult King.
The Untouchable (the Black people) population of India
should catch our attention. The history books tell us that
Gandhi brought about revolutionary changes in the Hindu
society to the point that prejudices against the Untouchables
had just about evaporated. Is this at all accurate? Even Dr.
King believed that Gandhi brought about the miracle in his
following words:
One day Mahatma Gandhi stood before his people and said:
“You are exploiting these untouchables. Even though we
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are fighting with all that we have of our bodies and our souls
to break loose from the bondage of the British Empire, we
are exploiting these people and we are taking from them their
selfhood and their self-respect.” He said, “I will refuse to eat
until the leaders of the caste system will come to me with the
leaders of the untouchables and say that there will be an end
to untouchability and the Hindu temples of India will open
their doors to the untouchables.” And he refused to eat, and
days passed. Finally when Gandhi was about to breathe his
last breath, and his body was all but gone, a group from the
untouchables and a group from the Brahmin caste came to
him and signed a statement that they would no longer adhere
to the caste system. The priest of the temple came to him and
said, “Now the temples will be opened to the untouchables.”
That afternoon, untouchables from all over India went into
the temples and all of these thousands and millions of people
put their arms around the Brahmins and people of other
castes. Hundreds of millions of people who had never
touched each other for two thousand years were now singing
and praising all together. This was a great contribution that
Mahatma Gandhi brought about.
My research into Gandhi and what he actually did to the
Untouchables is radically different from what the Rev. King
uttered. In a nutshell, Gandhi made sure that the vast
Untouchable population would be willingly subjugated
forever under the oppression of the higher castes. Dr. King
was off by a mile.
India was a British colony until 1947. We accredit Gandhi
with launching Satyagraha movements against the British,
which ultimately forced the British out of India. This story
has been told repeatedly to Black people all over the world,
and there has always been an underlying point emphasizing
that Blacks should emulate Gandhi. He is the messiah that
will free us all from racial oppression. Critical scrutiny of the
literature, however, suggests that Blacks should avoid Gandhi
rather than emulate him.
In post-British India the Indian leaders proclaim themselves
the followers of the peaceful Gandhi. Yet they are all seeking
to build weapons of mass destruction. Did we miss
something important here?
I am very well aware of the fact that my findings on Gandhi’s
racism will incite a whole lot of controversy. Be that as it
may, I am of the view that the facts speak for themselves. I
have exhausted the last 18 years of my life critically
analyzing these hidden documents, and I have no doubt that
Gandhi harbored anti-Black views and forced his racial views
on his fellow Indian countrymen while living in South
Africa.
[G.B. Singh is the author of the forthcoming book on Gandhi: Behind the
Mask of Divinity. This article first appeared in the African Americans for
Humanism Examiner. It is being published with their kind permission. ED]

*****
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gurSbd vIcwr
vfhMs kI vwr mhlw 4 ] sloku m: 3 ] gurU gRMQ swihb - pMnw 594 ]
siqgur no sBu ko vyKdw jyqw jgqu sMswru ]
ifTY mukiq n hoveI ijcru sbid n kry vIcwru ]
haumY mYlu n cukeI nwim n lgY ipAwru ]
eik Awpy bKis imlwienu duibDw qij ivkwr ]
nwnk ieik drsnu dyiK mir imly siqgur hyiq ipAwir ] 1 ]
ArQ: ijqnw ieh swrw sMswr hY ies iv~c hryk jIv siqgurU dy drSn
krdw hY, pr inrw drSn kIiqAW mukqI nhIN imldI, jd qweIN jIv
siqgurU dy Sbd dI ivcwr nhIN krdw ikauNik ivcwr krn qoN ibnw
AhMkwr-rUp mn dI mYl nhIN auqrdI Aqy nwh hI nwm nwl ipAwr pYNdw hY
[ keI pRwxIAW nMU pRBU ny Awp hI myhr kr ky imlw ilAw hY ijnHW ny myr qyr dy ivkwr C~fy hn [ hy nwnk ! keI pRwxI siqgur dw drSn kr ky
siqgurU dy ipAwr iv~c ibRqI joV ky Aqy Awpw gvw ky hrI iv~c iml gey
hn [
O Nanak ! All the human beings perceive the True Guru but no
one could attain salvation just by having a glimpse unless someone
deliberates on the Guru’s Word. But no one could remove the filth
of his mind just by seeing the Guru (physically), without
developing the love of the Lord’s True Name. Some fortunate
persons are united with the Lord through His Grace by casting
away their vicious and sinful actions including their dualmindedness. There are, however, some persons, who have united
with the Lord, by inculcating the love of the Guru in their hearts
and having a glimpse of the Guru, and leading a life of extreme
humility just like the dead person.
m: 3 ] siqgurU n syivE mUrK AMD gvwir ]
dUjY Bwie bhuqu duKu lwgw jlqw kry pukwr ]
ijn kwrix gurU ivswirAw sy n aupkry AMqI vwr ]
nwnk gurmqI suKu pwieAw bKsy bKsxhwr ]2]
ArQ: AMnHy mUrK gvwr ny Awpxy siqgurU dI syvw nhIN kIqI [mwieAw dy
ipAwr iv~c jdoN du~KI hoieAw qdoN sVdw hwVy G~fdw hY [ijnHW dy leI
siqgurU nMU ivswirAw hY auh Aw^rI vyly nhIN bhuVdy [ hy nwnk ! gurU dI
miq ilAW hI su~K imldw hY Aqy b^Sx vwlw hrI Awp hI b^Sdw hY [
The foolish and blind person, who has not served the True Guru,
undergoes all sorts of tribulations due to his dual-mindedness and
burns within (frets and fumes) in the fire of worldly desires, thus
crying and wailing in pain. None of the near and dear ones or
worldly possessions, for whose sake he had forsaken the Lord,
comes to his rescue in the end. O Nanak! The Guru-minded
persons, who have followed the Guru’s guidance and teachings,
have enjoyed the eternal bliss through the Grace and benevolence
of the Lord-benefactor.
pauVI ] qU Awpy Awip Awip sBu krqw koeI dUjw hoie su Avro khIAY ]
hir Awpy bolY Awip bulwvY hir Awpy jil Qil riv rhIAY ]
hir Awpy mwrY hir Awpy CofY mn hir srxI piV rhIAY ]
hir ibnu koeI mwir jIvwil n skY mn hoie inicMd inslu hoie rhIAY ]
auTidAw bhidAw suiqAw sdw sdw hir nwimu iDAweIAY
jn nwnk gurmuiK hir lhIAY ]21]1]
ArQ: hy hrI! qMU Awp hI Awp hYN Aqy Awp hI s~B kuJ pYdw krdw hYN, iksy
hor dUjy nMU pYdw krn vwlw qW hI AwKIey, jy koeI hor hovy [ pRmwqmw Awp
hI s~B jIvW iv~c boldw hY, Awp hI s~B nMU bulwauNdw hY Aqy Awp hI jl
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iv~c Ql iv~c ivAwp irhw hY [ hy mn ! hrI Awp hI mwrdw hY Aqy Awp hI
b^Sdw hY, ies leI pRmwqmw dI Srn iv~c ipAw rhu [ hy mn ! pRmwqmw qoN
ibnw koeI hor nw mwr skdw hY Aqy nwh hI ijvwl skdw hY [ ies leI
insicMq ho rhu Aqy lMmIAW qwx C~f Bwv, iksy hor dI Et nw q~k Aqy s~B
qoN v~fy hrI dI Aws r~K [ hy nwnk ! jy auTidAW bihMidAW qy su~iqAW hr
vyly hrI dw nwm ismrIey qW siqgurU dy snmu~K ho ky pRmwqmw iml pYNdw hY [
O Lord ! You are yourself controlling everything as there is no
other second power except You. We could say something about
other power if there were another one except Yourself. In fact, the
Lord is pervading all over the world including all the lands and
oceans, and He alone is talking or making us talk as He is the cause
and effect of everything happening in the world. We should seek the
support of the Lord alone by taking refuge at His lotus-feet, as the
Lord alone is the destroyer or arranges our emancipation. There is
none else except the Lord-Almighty, responsible for our destruction
and bestowing this life on us, so we could relax without any worries
by leaving everything to Him. O Nanak ! Let us recite the Lord’s
True Name all the time, whether in sitting, standing or sleeping
postures, being immersed in the True Name like the Guru-minded
persons. (tIkwkwr: pRoPYsr swihb isMG jI and English translation by
Er. Gurbachan Singh jee Makin)
{ies gurSbd duAwrw swnMU soJI imldI hY ik s~B jIvW dw jnm-mrn,
Akwl purK dy hI h~Q iv~c hY [ koeI BweI jW sMq-bwbw nwh iksy dI aumr
CotI kr skdw hY Aqy nwh hI lMmI [ is~KW nMU vwihgurU dy Bwxy iv~c hI
rihxw cwhIdw hY}
Reproduced for free distribution by: Sikh Khalsa Mission Inc.,
Contact: GurmitSingh@bigpond.com

*****

A REAL STORY OF A SIKH GIRL
[This poem is appearing on various Internet sites. It was forwarded to us by
S. Avtar Singh Dhami. This is not a fictional event. It were events like this
that prompted S. Gurbachan Singh Sidhu and S. Gurmukh Singh, (brother of
S. Daya Singh, singer, of Australia) both of UK, to write a book, ‘Sikh
Religion & Islam’, so that our young people may make sound judgments.
This book and ‘Sikh Religion & Christianity’, by G.S.Sidhu were
republished by Khalsa Tricentennial Foundation of N.A.Inc and are available
from us. Please see page 32. ED]

I recently came across this poem written by a Sikh girl. I just
wanted to share this info with all. This poem portrays the lifestyle
and thoughts of an impressionable young Sikh girl. The following
text is written as seen through her eyes. The poem is called:

REGRETS - I HAVE MANY
Life in leafy Edgbaston was cozy,
routine and without much bother.
Mummy and daddy were professional middle class,
I was at college studying for my A levels,
I was shy and obedient but I wasn’t content,
I longed for excitement.
I wanted to live the world,
I wanted to be as bold as brass and that was my intent.
At college one day, a lad approached me,
as he came towards me,
I could see from afar he wore the moon and stars around his neck.
He was very persistent and sweet,
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Told me I was beautiful from my head down to my feet.
In my innocence by this tender words I was fooled,
This Muslim boy loved me,
And the love for my own family cooled.
My stupidity lead me to follow western trends,
I allowed him to become my boyfriend.
He had me under his hypnotic spell,
What I was going to do next nobody could tell.
I moved from Edgbaston to Sparkbrook,
I longed to be with my one and only Farooq.
My life was to change completely,
Long gone were the afternoon tea parties with the ladies,
Long gone were my Mummy’s BMW and my daddy’s Mercedes.
I was soon getting on and off buses and trams,
As I struggled with a variety of prams.
I was his sweetheart no more,
Instead I had become his common whore.
From Edgbaston to Sparkbrook and then to living hell that is
Pakistan,
A distant memory now, but please believe me,
I had once stood shoulder to shoulder with my dear Dad and
demanded Khalistan.
Oh God! What have I done?
What has happened to me?
What have I become?
As I lay awake at night,
There is nobody to even hear me cry.
My thoughts are unanswered; questions are my only escape,
Somebody, anybody! Please tell me…
Will I ever stand in the warmth of my kitchen again?
Will I ever feel the hug of dear Daddy’s strong arms?
Will my brothers ever fight and play and argue with me again?
Will I be there when my Mummy and Daddy grow old?
When my brother gets married will I be there to put the ‘kalgi
on his pagh?
Will I ever again experience the sweet nectar that is Gurbani?
Will I ever share langar again?
Now there are no answers, only questions.
I have sown the seed of my own despair,
My life is in ruins, which nobody can repair.
My innocence, foolishness, kismet on me all have cheated,
I desperately want my previous ‘boring? Life,
But I fear I am living in false hope,
In my heart of hearts I know that can never be repeated.
As I write these word in the unforgiving Pakistani heat,
Streams of sweat and tears run down my face,
I realise for me it is now too late,
Life has dealt me a cruel fate.
My living hell on my own I have to endure,
But I plead with my Sikh sisters that you make sure,
Don’t be fooled by his looks and false allure.
Stay in the warmth of Sikh religion,
Maintain your family values,
Enjoy its rich culture, but unlike me don’t abuse its social freedom,
Ignore my advice at your peril.
But I beg you to take, a good long hard look at me,
A pitiful shambles I’m sure you will agree.
Happiness or even hope, I haven’t any,
But regrets, I have many.
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" is@K~ iv@c v@D rhI DVyybMdI "
(gurdyv isMG sMG` ikcnr knyf`)

ijQy ikqy c`r is@K iek@Ty huMdy hn, auQy do g@l~ huMdIE~ E`m su xIE~
j~dIE~ hn :

1.s`fy lIfr bVy kr@pt hn | ien~H ny is@K kOm d` siqE`n`s kr
idq` hY | ieh kOm nMU Gux v~g K`eI j` rhy hn | iksy BI lIfr d`
koeI dIn-Drm nhIN irh` |
2" kIq` kI j`vy, s`nMU m`r ilE` DVy-bMdI ny "
ieh do g@l~ sD`rn qoN sD`rn is@K dy mMUhoN E`m inkldIE~ suxIE~ j`
skdIE~ hn | jy ivc`r ky dyKIey q~ ieh hY BI s@c | is@K ieiqh`s dy
ipCokV iv@c jy bhuq` dUr n` BI j`eIey, isrP 1984 qoN Ej q@k dy
ieiqh`s qy srsrI njr m`rIey q~ s`P pq` lgd` hY ik sMn 1984
q@k is@K~ dIE~ pqIRinD mu@K jQybMdIE~ isrP do hI sn :
1 D`rimk qOr qy SoRmxI gurduE`r` pRbMDk kmytI Eqyy
2 r`jnIqk qOr qy SoRmxI Ek`lI dl |
Ej pq` nhIN ikMnIE~ jQybMdIE~ bx cukIE~ hn| hYr`nI dI gl ieh hY
ik s`rIE~ hI E`pxy E`p nMU pMQk kh`auNdIE~ hn| pr smu@cy is@K~ dI
jo h`lq hY auh koeI bhuqI E`S`v`dI njr nhIN E` rhI| kuJ ivrlIE~
jQybMdIE~ nMU Cfky bhuqIE~ E`pxy injI ih@q~ nMU lYky pMQk ih@q~ d`
FMfor` dyeI j` rhIE~ hn| E`psI p`V` idno idn vDd` j` irh` hY|
iksy vI kOm dy kyNdr~ E`d`irE~ Eqy jQybMdIE~ d` mu@K krq@v ieh
hox` c`hId` hY ik auh kOmIN m`x-mirw`d` nMU mu@K r@K ky E`pxy poRgr`m
aulIkx Eqy prc`rn | pr s`fy bhuqy kyNdr, K`s krky pMj`b Eqyy
smUU cy B`rq iv@c bR`hmxv`dI ivc`rD`r` r@Kx v`ly ivEkqIE~ dI
lpyt iv@c E` cuky hn | ies krky aun~H qoN is@K m`x-mirw`d` Eqyy
is@KI gOrv nMU k`iem r@Kx leI koeI G@t hI aupr`ly ho rhy hn | is@KI
gOrv nMU F`E l`aux leI jor l@g irh` hYY | imiQh`s Eqy ieiqh`s nMU
gurmiq bx`ky pyS kIq` j` irh` hYY |
B`rq Eqy pMj`b dI gl C@f ky jy eyQy knyf` Eqy EmrIk` vl iDE`n
m`rIey q~ eyQy vI h`l`q bhuqy suK`vyN nzr nhIN E`audy | ieQy BI s`fyy
ivc DVy-bMdI E`ey roj vDdI j` rhI hY | ieQy s`rIE~ jQybMdIE~ nMUM
C@fkyy jy@y iek@ly gurduE`irE~ vl hI njr m`rIey q~ pq` lgd` hY ik
hr gurduE`ry nMU DVy-bMdI ny GyirE` hoieE` hY | ieQy hI b@s nhIN, EgoN
gurduE`irE~ dIE~ dUsry gurduE`irE~ n`l DVybMdIE~ p@kIE~ huMdIE~ j`
rhIE~ hn | ies d` prq@K sbUq dyKx` hovy q~ (Ont.Gur.Com.)
dI E`psI Pu@t iv@c dyiKE` j` skd` hY | ieho nmUn` s`ryy knyf` Eqy
EmrIk` iv@c imld` hY | jy ivc`r ky dyKIey ik ijhVI is@K
lIfriSp rl-iml ky iek "ngr kIrqn " k@Fx d` msl` nhIN hl
kr skdI auh kI kOmI syD~ dyvygI |
"gurduE`r` iek EYs` is@K kyNdr hY, ijQoN " gurU grMQ Eqy gurU pMQ "
dI gl clxI c`hIdI hY | pr EYs` ho nhIN irh` | gurduE`irE` iv@c BI
EsIN "gurU grMQ Eqy gurU pMQ " dy sMklp nMU Bul`ky E`po E`pxy DVy dy
ihq~ nMU E@gy lY E~d` hY | Ej bhu qy is@K gurduE`ry j~ Drm n`l nhIN,
DiVE`N n`l juVdy j` rhy hn | gurduE`irE~ nMU E`po E`pxy DVy d` bol
b`l` krn leI vriqE` j` irh` hY |
ksUr iks d` hY? E`m krky s`f` s`irE~ d` ^`s krky is@K lIfriSp d`, ikauNik is@K lIfriSp dI ieh ijmyNd`rI bxdI hY ik kONm nMU
cVHdI kl` iv@c r@Kx leI, auhn~ d` E`px` hr kdm gurmq dI syD
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iv@c hovy | gurduE`irE~ iv@c gurU grMQ dI ivc`r d` pRc`r hovy | pr
EYs` ho nhIN irh` | bhuqI v`rI gurduE`irE~ iv@c suixE~ Eqy dyiKE`
j~d` hY ik s`fy pRc`rk gurU gRMQ s`ihb jI dI hjUrI iv@c gurmq dy
ivruD pRc`r krI j~dy hn | gurb`xI dy ErQ~ dI Q~ EnErQ krI j~
dy hn | imiQh`sk kQ` kh`xIE~ sux` sux` ky is@K sMgq iv@c Brm
qy BulyKy KVy kIqy j~dy hn | bhuqy pRbMDk~ vloN koeI rok-tok nhIN
kIqI j~dI | ikauNik sbMDq ivEkqI j~ q~ aunH~ d` E`px` bul`ieE`
hoieE` hMud` hY j~ iPr aunH~ dy DVy n`l sbMDq iksy hor ny bul`ieE`
hoieE` huMd` hY |
EsIN E`m is@K Eqy is@K lIfr " gurU grMQ Eqy gurU pMQ " qoN dUr huMdy
j` rhy h~ | ijQy kur`hy pey lIfr~ nMU gurU b`by n`nk ny doSI
Tihr`ieE` hY auQy E`pxy &rj nMU Bul`eI bYTI E`m jMnq` nMU vI
icq`vnI id@qI hY | gurU p`qS`h Prm`auNdy hn :"EMDI riwq igE`n ivhUxI,"
"B`ih Bry murd`r " (mhl` 1 guru grMQ pMn` : 469 )
EsIN gurU grMQ sihb jI dI ivc`r n`loN tutky idS` hIx hoky, Btk
rhy h~, KuE`r ho rhy h~ | E`m is@ K kdy n` kdy gurduE`ry jrUr j~d`
hY| E`au iDE`n m`rIey ik gurduE`ry j`ky s`f` ikirE` krm kI hMud`
hY :
gurU grMQ sihb jI nMU m@Q` tyk ky, r`gI,F`fI j~ kQ`k`r Egy E`pxI
SrD` muq`bk pYsy r@K ky EsIN sMgq iv@c bYT j~dy h~ | kQ` kIrqn
suxdy h~ | Bog qoN b`Ed pRS`d ilE`, lMgr CikE`,iksy j`x-pC`x
v`ly n`l gl-b`q m`rI qy Gr~ nMU moVy p` ley | mn nMU qs@lI ho geI
peI Ej koeI Drm d` k`rj kr E`ey h~ | kuJ ivrilE~ nMU C@f ky
s`fI bhu-igxqI nMU ies v`ry G@t hI igE`n huMd` hY ik Ej dy Sbd
kIrqn j~ hukmn`my iv@c s`fy leI guru s`ihb vloN kI aupdyS sI, kI
sunyh` sI | igE`n hovy vI iks qr~H, ikauNik Sbd dI ivc`r q~ kdy
kd`eIN hI huMdI hY | Ejy EsIN kMn-rs qoN nhIN vDy |
gurU grMQ s`ihb jI is@K nMU kuJ krn leI kihMdy hn | is@K ny
gurb`xI pVHnI Eqy suxnI hY | iPr gurb`xI dI ivc`r krnI hY Eqy
aus ivc`rnMU E`pxy jIvn dy Eml r`hIN hMF`aux` hY | gurb`xI iv@c
id@qI geI is@iKE` qy Eml krn` hY |
"iqsu gurisK kau hau sd` nmsk`rI.
jo gur kY B`xY gurisKu cilE` || " ( m: 4 pMn`: 314 ) Eqy :" so isKu sK` bMDpu hY B`eI,
ij gur ky B`xY ivic E`vY ||
E`pxY B`xY jo clY B`eI,
ivCuiV cot` K`vY || " ( gurU grMQ mhl` 3 pMn` : 601 )
gurU p`qS`h s`nUMU smJ` rhy hn ik B`eI E`p-hudrIE~ krnIE~ C@fky
gurU dI is@iKE` qy Eml kro | jIvn iv@c E`nMd bixE` rhyg`| jy
EsIN gurb`xI dI ivc`r nMU E`pxy jIvn dy Eml iv@c ilE`aux` SurU
kr dyeIey, q~ s`rIE~ DVybMdIE~ ^qm hoxIE~ E`rMB ho j`xgIE~ |
JUT, Pryb qy hyr`-PyrI s`fy qoN dUr B@jx lg pYxgy| s`fI kOm idM nb-idMn cVHdI kl` ivc j`vygI |
mnuK DVy ikauN bx`auNd` hY ?DVy bx`aux v`ly ikho ijhy E`crn dy
m`lk huMdy hn| s`nMU ikhVy DVy iv@ c j`x`c`hId` hY? iehO ijhy qy keI
hor suE`l~ dy juE`b gurU grMQ s`ihb jI r`g E`s`, mhl` 4 iv@c
pMn` 366 qy id@qy gey Sbd r`hIN s`nMU smJ`auNdy hn | Sbd k`PI v@f`
hox krky eyQy isrP rh`au dIE~ quk~ idqIE~ j` rhIE~ hn |
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" ikshI DV` kIE` imqR suq n`il B`eI || "
ikshI DV` kIE` kuVm sky n`il jv`eI ||
ikshI DV` kIE` iskd`r cauDrI n`il E`pxY suE`eI ||
hmr` DV` hir rihE` sm`eI || 1 ||
hm hir isau DV` kIE` myrI hir tyk ||
mY hir ibnu pKu DV` Evr n koeI,
hau hir gux g`v` EsMK Enyk || rh`au || "
ies Sbd dI ivc`r r`hIN gurU p`qS`h s`nMU smJ` rhy hn ik lok~ ny
E`po E`pxIE~ grj~ Eqy l`lc nMU muK r@Kky DVy bx`ey hn| E`pxIE~
coDr~,grj~ Eqy hMk`r nMU k`iem r@Kx leI DVy bx`aux v`ilE~ nMU
gurU p`qS`h mUrK E`Kdy hn | gurU p`qS`h kihMdy hn ik B`eI E`pxy
suE`rQ Eqy hMk`r dI K`qr bx`ey hoey JUTy DiVE~ nMU C@f ky prm`qm`
dy DVy iv@c S`ml hovo| mnu@K dI tyk qy E`sr` C@f ky ies s`rI isSRtI
dy m`lk prm`qm` d` E`sr` q@ko, quh`f` jIvn hr p@KoN suKI Eqy
E`nMd meI bx j`eyg` | qusIN E`pxy r@b nMU p` lvogy |

*****

kbyo b;c bentI .. cOpXI ..
gurb<S isMQ (k;l; aFG;n;)

[Chaupai is neither Gurubani nor Gurbani. It is written by a Kavi. It is not
only not incorporated in AGGS, but is also in conflict with the Gurubani
incorporated in GGS. For three hundred years our Jathedars and other
religious leaders have failed us. Their present crop is determined to silence
S. Gurbakhsh Singh Kala Afghana. What for? Below we present part 7 of 9
part thoughtful critique of Chaupai by S. Gurbakhsh Singh Kala
Afghana.ED.]

nmsk;r its hI ko hm;rI .. skl pRj; ijn Ap sv;rI ..
isvkn ko svgun suK dIyo .. SLtRn ko pl mo bw kIyo .. 386 ..
arq:--mer; Pus nU| nmsk;r hE ijs ne s;rI prj; nU| Ap bN;iXA (B;ve
bN;iXA t" s;ira" nU| Ap hI hE pr) sevk" nU| tusI' sO guN; vLw suK idLte hn
ate duSmN; nU| pl Br ivc m;r idLt; hE. 386.(pMiDt nrEN isMQ--SRI dsmgRMq
s;ihb jI sTIk tIjI poqI sF; 576}
sRI gurU gRMq s;ihb ivc ajeh; koXI Sbd nhI' hE ijs ivc Ble bure d; inKex
krke, Ble nU| kXI guN; vLw suK imlN dI ate buira" nU| j;no' m;r deN dI gLl
kItI hve. s;De anUpm sitgurU jI t" s;DI s"Z Pus--Aid scu jug;id scu -n;l bN; rhe hn ijs lXI--imqR sqRü sB eyk smwny jog jugiq nIswnI
]2]{496}-AQvw; -swjnu dustu jw kY eyk smwnY ] {236} ikse nU|
sevk ate ikse nU| StrU smZN v;le rLb lXI iXh bcn khe hI nhI' j; skde--''
Awpy ipqw mwqw hY Awpy Awpy bwlk kry isAwxy ] iek QY piV buJY
sBu Awpy iek QY Awpy kry ieAwxy ] {552} BulVW ƒ isANe bN; lEN de
q" cOpXI v;l; aiswuj t" ' gLDI c;xHI ' j;N v;lI bolI hI j;Nde hn. BweI
GneIAw jI dy rUp ivc, swfy dSmyS jI qW avErI bN ke AXe Q;iXl
duST" nU| god ivc lE ke WMD; jl zk;PuN de n;l PunH" de Q;v" nU| s;F krke mlHm
pLTI krde drSn de rhe hn[ Aqy iPr vYrIAW ƒ pl ivc mwr dyx
vwlI gl vI pRq~K JUTI, AsW ipCy vyK hI leI hY[ iek AqulbIj
dYNq hI keI virHAW dI jMg ivCoN, kwierW vwlI koJI inrdYqw nwl
iKJy hoey QohV idly vYrI vWg, mry hoey dw isr sRI AsDuj jI Awp
lwh rhy drswey hoey hn[
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AglI cOpeI:-

Gt Gt ky AMqr kI jwnq ]
Bly bury kI pIr pCwnq ]
cItI qy kuMcr AsQUlw []
sB pr ikRpw idRsit kir PUlw ] 387 ]

ArQ:- qusI hir iek mn dI g`l jwxdy ho Aqy Bly bry dy duK ƒ
pCwxdy ho[ kIVI qoN lY ky vfy Akwr vwly hwQI qk qusIN hr iek
auqy pRsMnqwpUrbk ikrpw idRStI rKdy ho[387[ mwVw ijhw Jolw
ipAw hY ik ieh cOpeI gurmiq dy ivru`D nhIN[ pr ADUrw igAwn
hox dy kwrn gurbwxI vwly AnMd-rs qoN hIxI hY[ kIVI qoN hwQI dw
ArQ kyvl ^uSkI dy jIv jMq hn pr iktwxUAW qu`l keI jMq kIVI
qoN vI Coty huMdy hn, Aqy-bieAwlIs lK jI jl mih hoqy bITlu BYlw
kwie krau ]{pMnw 485} pwxI vicly sMswr dw kox hY ?-eyDr vI
pMKI A~K JwqI mwr lau--gurw iek dyih buJweI ] sBnw jIAw kw
ieku dwqw so mY ivsir n jweI ]5] Aqy -" iqsu ivic jIA jugiq
ky rMg ] iqn ky nwm Anyk Anµq ] krmI krmI hoie vIcwru ] scw
Awip scw drbwru ] {jpu}
173puu urKW ibrKW qIrQW qtW myGW KyqWh ]
dIpW loAW mMflW KMfW vrBMfWh ]
AMfj jyrj auqBujW KwxI syqjWh ]
so imiq jwxY nwnkw srW myrW jMqwh ]
nwnk jMq aupwie kY sMmwly sBnwh ]
ijin krqY krxw kIAw icMqw iB krxI qwh ]
so krqw icMqw kry ijin aupwieAw jgu ]
iqsu johwrI suAsiq iqsu iqsu dIbwxu ABgu ]
nwnk scy nwm ibnu ikAw itkw ikAw qgu ]1]{467}-vw-8
isiKAw-rUUp byAM`q rqn, jvwhr, mwxkW dy iniD, hy s`cy siqgurU
gRMQ swihb jIE ! auhwfI brwbrI kOx kry ? AglIAW cOpeI ?
sMqn duK pwey qy duKI ] suK pwey swDn ky suKI ]
eyk eyk kI pIr pCwnY ] Gt Gt ky pt pt kI jnY ]388]
srb ipqRpwlk isrjxhwr, nwsqkW dI vI auvyN hI pwlxw kr irhw
hY ijvy ^wlsw jI dI sMBwl ho rhI hY[ Gt Gt vwsI aus inrvYr
prmwqmw bwry p`KpwqI rucI drswauNdy Ajyhy bcn ? aus ƒ iksy dy
duK suK nwl kI vwsqw ? BwvyN koeI sMq hY qy BwvyN AsMq hY[ pr,
Ajyhw mnu`K jo sMswrI duK suK nwl pRBwvq huMdw hY auh " ib`pR jW
aus dy cyilAW leI hI " sMq " ho skdw hY, pr eyDr siqgurU gRMQ
swihb jI leI Bgvwn dw rUp auh mhWpurK hY joo- " suKu duKu ijh
prsY nhI loBu mohu AiBmwnu ] khu nwnk sunu ry mnw so mUriq
Bgvwn ]13] {1427} Aqyy-sMqnW dI rIq ieau &urmwn kIqI hY:mwrU mhlw 5 ]
174- ssiqR qIKix kwit fwirE min n kIno rosu ]
kwju auAw ko ly svwirE iqlu n dIno dosu ]1]
mn myry rwm rau inq nIiq ]
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dieAwl dyv ik®pwl goibMd suin sMqnw kI rIiq ]1] rhwau ]
crx qlY augwih bYisE sRmu n rihE srIir ]
mhw swgru nh ivAwpY iKnih auqirE qIir ]2]
cMdn Agr kpUr lypn iqsu sMgy nhI pRIiq ]
ibstw mUqR Koid iqlu iqlu min n mnI ibprIiq ]3]
aUc nIc ibkwr suik®q sMlgn sB suK CqR ]
imqR sqRü n kCU jwnY srb jIA smq ]4]
kir pRgwsu pRcMf pRgitE AMDkwr ibnws ]
pivqR ApivqRh ikrx lwgy min n BieE ibKwdu ]5]
sIq mMd sugMD cilE srb Qwn smwn ]
jhw sw ikCu qhw lwigE iqlu n sMkw mwn ]6]
suBwie ABwie ju inkit AwvY sIqu qw kw jwie ]
Awp pr kw kCu n jwxY sdw shij suBwie ]7]
crx srx snwQ iehu mnu rMig rwqy lwl ]
gopwl gux inq gwau nwnk Bey pRB ikrpwl ]8]3] {1017}
arq :- rh;Pu dI tuk ivLc gurdev jI d; furm;n hE, he mere mn ! diXAl,
pRk;S-rUp(dev) ikrp;l goibMd de (sMt jn" dI sMgt ivLc rih ke) sd; hI
prm;tm; d; ismrn krd; rhu (Puh sMt jn huMde ikho ijhe hn ? PunH") sMt
jn" dI jIvn mry;d; sun . 1 . ijs mnuLK ne ikse ruLK nUM ikse tIKiN B;v teJ
hiqAr n;l kLT suiTA, ruLK ne ApNe mn ivLc Pus Pute rosu B;v GuLs; nhI'
kIt; sgo' ruK dI lLkxI ne Pus d; kMm sv; idLt;, te kLTN v;le nUM rt; Br koXI
doS n" idLt; .1. ijhx; mnuLK bexI nUM ApNe pEr" heW (Pug;ih) bEis_ B;v ApNe
pEr" heW iltx ke, nLp ke Pus ivLc bEh igA Pus mnuLK de srIr ivLc pE'De d;
sRm B'v qkev" n; irh; . iBAnk smuMdr (dirA Aid) Pus nUM nhI' ivAp
skd; B;v Pus Pute ApN; kOXI asr nhI' p; skd;, bexI ivLc bEW ke ZLT p;r
j; PutirA bexI ne ApNI hoXI ikse beadbI vLl koXI iwAn nhI' idLt; sgo'
Pus n;l nekI hI kItI . 2 . ijhx; mnuK wrtI Pu' Lte cMdn agr kpUr n;l
lepn krd; hE Pus mnuLK n;l wrtI koXI <;s ipAr nhI' krdI, te ijhx;
mnuLK wrtI Pu' Lte gUMh mUtr suTd; hE, wrtI nUM puLTd; hE Pus mnuLK ivruw wrtI
koXI ros nhI' krdI . 3 . koXI Pu' Lc; hove koXI nIv" hove, koXI bur;XI kre koXI
Bl;XI kre Ak;S de vtIre ivLc koXI frk nhI' pEMd; ate sBn" v;ste suK" d;
ztr biNA rihMd; hE . ak;S n; ikse nUM imLtr smZd; hE ate n; ikse nUM vErI,
s;re jIv" n;l iXLk-sm;n hE . 4 . sUrj ApNI pRcMD B;v teJ rOSnI n;l pRgT
ho ke hnere d; n;s krd; hE . cMge mMde sB jIv" nUM Pus dIa" ikrN" lLgdIa"
hn, ikse n;l koXI ibK;du B;v duLK, ivtkr; nhI' krd; . 5 . WMDI, imLWI ate
sugMwI-BrI hv; sBn; q"v" te iXLko ijhI cldI hE, cMgIa" mMdIa" sLB cIJ" nUM
ibn; sMke de B;v ibn; iZjk de lLgdI hE . 6 .
ijhx; vI mnuLK cMgI j" mMdI B;vn; n;l aLg de nexe j"d; hE, aLg Pus d; p;l;
dUr kr idMdI hE . aLg nUM ikse ApNe j" pr;Xe n;l koXI v;st; nhI' Puh ApNe
suB; ivLc aDol irMihMdI hE . 7 . (he mere mn ! iXse trH" prm;tm; de sMt jn)
prm;tm; de crn" dI srn ivc rih ke <sm v;le bN j"de hn, Puh sohNe pRBU
de pRem-rMg ivc rte rihMde hn . he mere mn tUM vI gop;l pRBU de guN g;Pu'd; irh;
kr t" jo tere te vI pRBU dI imhr ho j;Xe . 8 .
sMq Bgq auh hY jo hr hwlq ivc " nwnk Bgqw sdw ivgwsu ] "
sdw KyVy ivc hI hY[ ikauNik175- suKu duKu dono sm kir jwnY Aauru mwnu Apmwnw]
hrK sog qy rhY AqIqw iqin jig qqu pCwnw ]1] {219}-1
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pRBU dy drbwr dw At`l isDWq hY ik,
(1) " jyhw ko bIjy qyhw Plu pwey " [" XQw(2) Awip bIij Awpy hI Kwvxw khxw ikCU n jwie ]7] " Aqyy-(3) cMigAweIAw buirAweIAw vwcY Drmu hdUir ] krmI Awpo AwpxI
ky nyVY ky dUir ] "-- Apxy krmw qoN duK suK imldy hn--(4) " suKu
duKu purb jnm ky kIey ] so jwxY ijin dwqY dIey ] iks kau dosu
dyih qU pRwxI shu Apxw kIAw krwrw hy ]14] "{1030} (5) ddY
dosu n dyaU iksY dosu krMmw AwpixAw ] jo mY kIAw so mY pwieAw dosu
n dIjY Avr jnw ]21] {433}
cOpeI swihb dI qW g`l hI aultI hY[ sMswr Kyf dI sMBwl aus dy
inXm-rUp hukm ivc ho rhI " vyKY ivgsY kir vIcwru ] " sdw KyVy
ivc rihx vwlw isrjxhwr Blw iksy dy krmw qoN imldy duK qoN
Awp duKI ikauN hovy ? DrqI dy mwlk, aus scy sihb dI qW inSwnI
hI ieh hY :176- suKu duKu rhq sdw inrlypI jw kau khq gusweI ]
so qum hI mih bsY inrMqir nwnk drpin inAweI ]3]5] {632}
aus dI vifAweI ieh hY ik auh Apxy iek b`JvyN isDWq duAwrw
jIvW dI pwlxw kr irhw hY[ aus dwqwr dIAW byAMq vifAweIAW
ivcoN iek viFAweI ieh vI hYY
" vfI vifAweI jw scu inAwau ]{463}”
ik aus dw inAW KunwmI rihq Aqy At`l hYY Y ?
cldw

*****

gurcrn isMG tOhVf vwlO icwTI
>< vfihgurU jI kI PLqh]>
dPLqr: 0183-2553950; 01765-271055
01765-260855; PLYks: 0183-2553919
gurcrn isMG tOhVf, pRDfn, sLRomxI gurduafrf pRbMDk kmytI,
sRI aMimRqsr. pwqr nM:50695, imqI 6-9-03
gurUu svfry sR hrdyv isMG jI!
vfihgurU jI kf Kflsf] vfihgurU jI kI Piqh]
akfl purK ny dfs nUM afpxf imfxf syvk jfx ky gurduafrf sfihbfn dI syvf
sMBfl krn vflI pRqIinD pMQk sMsQf sLRomxI gurduafrf pRRbMDk kmytI, sLRI
aMimRqsr dy muwK syvfdfr dI ijLmyvfrI muV sONpI hY. ies sbMD ivwc hor bhuq
sfry sjxF vFg afp jI ny vI dfs leI vDfeIaF aqy sLLuB kfmnfvF ByjIaF
hn, ijs leI quhfzf qih idloN DMnvfd krdf hF. myrI afp sB nUM bynqI hY
ik sd imhrvfn vfihgurU awgy ardfs krnI ik Auh afp shfeI ho ky, mYnUM
gUruU-pMQ nUM sdf

smripq rKidaF, pMQk syvf krvf lYx!
siqkfr sihq!
( gurcrn isMG tOhVf)
S. Hardev Singh Ji Shergill, Secretary General
SINGH SABHA INTERNATIONAL,
Roseville Gurduara Sahib, 201 Berkeley Ave,
Roseville, CA 95678, USA.
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mhFn pMQk ivdvfn sR[ gurbKsL isMG “kflf aPgfnF” nUM
smripq
zf[ grmIq isMG “brsfl” sYY Y n hojy

krmkFZIaF Drm dI zor PV ky, iehdy Bfxy nUM eynF AlJf idWqf.
sfP spWsLt grbfxI jo afKdI hY, Auh vI smJx smJfAuxoN htf
idWqf.
arQF nUM anrQ df rUp dyky, koJI ivdvqf hyT dbf idWqf.
isWDf pfT jo isWKI df rfh sohxf, pgzMzIaF vflf bxF idWqf]1]
hux qWk jo rhy hF asIN krdy, rIq ibpr dI jfpdf DfrI hoeI ey.
krmkFzF nUM Drm hI smJI jfeIey, miq ies qrHF sfzI aWj mfrI
hoeI ey.
vzyry sfzy qF ieMJ hI rhy krdy, Ausy qrHF hI sfzI iqafrI hoeI ey.
gurmiq igaFn dI loV nf koeI jfpy, bfhrI idWK hI aWj ipafrI
hoeI ey]2]
bfby nfnk jnyAU qoN vrijaf sI, sfzf jIvn jnyAUaF nfl Br irhf
ey.
pRIBfsLf Drm dI bfhrly icMnH kyvl, eyny ivWc sfzf aWj sr irhf
ey.
gurbfxI pVHnf, smJxf, aml krnF, isDFq nfnk df jfpdf hr
irhf ey.
gurbKsL isMG jo kfly aPgfny vflf, eysy soc dy Bfr nfl mr irhf
ey]3]
inafrfpn nfnk jo idWqf sfnUM, ikMJ, ikAuN qy ikWQy ieh jf irhf ey.
pRqIq gurF ny sfzI ikAuN CWz idWqI, rIq ibpr dI df asr Cf
irhf ey.
Pul bixaF jo jgq mihkFx Kfiqr, aYpr afp ikAuN aWj kumlf
irhf ey.
gurbKsL isMG gurF qoN lY bKisLsL, ieho gWl hI sfnUM smJf irhf
ey]4]
ibprI soc df hmlf ieh nhIN pihlf, Auh qF muWZoN hI jugqF
clFvdf ey.
Dfrimk qy isafsI lIzrF nUM, afpxI AuNgl dy AuWqy ncFvdf ey.
inafrypx dI gWl jy koeI krdf, Pqvf Cykx df jfrI krvFvdf ey.
gurmuWK isMG, guridWq isMG jI nUM, qFhIAuN pMQ dy ivWcoN kWZvFvdf
ey]5]
lokIN dusLmxf qy igly hI krI jfvx, dosq pMQ dy sdf gdfr
inkly.
ijhnF pMQ leI jIx df jqn kIqf, lY AhnF nUM pMQ coN bfhr
inkly.
nIqI cfxkIaf nfl ijs leI tWkr, krn Es nUM rWj Kuafr inkly.
Drm nIqI qy BfrU nhIN hox dyxF, eys jugq qy kr ivcfr
inkly]6]
vYr aWq qy rWb df lok kihMdy, smyN-smyN qy qFhIAuN srdfr aFAuNdy.
hWk sWc leI jUJ dy mr imtdy, PVH hWQ axKIlI qlvfr afAuNdy.
ksvWtI lf ky gurUu gRMQ jI dI, krmkFzF nUM suWtx leI bfhr
afAuNdy.
ibprI rIq nUM isWKF coN kWZxy leI, grbKsL isMG ijhy ispfh
slfHr afAuNdy]7]
sfzf Drm nvIn hY sfiraF coN, bVy PKr nfl asIN ieh afKdy hF.
ivcfr ivtFdry gosLtIaF nfl Biraf, Byzcfl nF asIN alfpdy hF.
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nvyN smyN dI sfnUM cxOqI nfhIN, ivigafnk qrk qy eysnUM afKdy
hF.
aYpr jdoN koeI igafn dI gWl krdf, qFhIN qy AuQoN iPr iKskdy
jfpdy hF]8]
pMQ GfqkF smF anukUl qWk ky, drbfr sfihb nUM jdoN sI ByV
idWqf.
bfby mWKxsLfh gurUu qygL bhfdr vyly, aKOqI gurUaF nUM EdoN ibKyV
idWqf.
ibprvfd ny inafry pMQ nUM iPr, krmkFzF nfl jdoN lbyV idWqf.
gurbKsL isMG ny igafn dI KVg lY ky, isWK pMQ nUM AuvyN inKyV
idWqf]9]
Tykydfr jo Drm df bx jFdf, kyvl jfpdf AuhI KusLhfl ikAuN eyN.
Bly jgq dy leI jo pMQ bixaF, huMdf Ausy df mMdVf hfl ikAuN eyN.
aMdro-aMdrI jo pMQ nUM KfeI jFdf, bixaF pMQ df aWj BfeIvfl
ikAuN eyN.
gurbKsL isMG ny puWiCaf jQydfro, hr isMG dI vWKrI cfl ikAuN
eyN]10]
pf-pf icWTIaF isMG jI dyK leIaF, srbrfhF nF idWqf jvfb
ieWQy.
guru gRMQ dI bYT gey qfibaf iPr, smyN vflf nF irhf ihsfb ieWQy.
sfihb isMG dy tIikaF syD dy ky, sLMky qoV qy irhf nF Kfb eyQy.
dsF sflF dI Gflxf bfad AuWTf, klm cuWk ilaFdf ienklfb
eyQy]11]
rIq ibpr dI qoN mfrg sWc vflf, gurbKsL isMG ny jdoN ibafn
kIqf.
irhf klm qy Pyr nF koeI kfbU, dsF BfgF qy jf mukFm kIqf.
ksvWtI lf ky gurUu gRMQ vflI, gurmiq igafn nUM jdoN ibafn kIqf.
inafry pMQ df inafrfpn njLr afieaf, krmkFzF df jdoN iDaFn
kIqf]12]
krmkFzIaF nUM peIaF BfjVF ny, isNG gWijaf jdoN mYdfn aMdr.
ieWk gWl nUM smJfAuNx leI GWto-GWt Auh, pMj sLbdF nUM rWKdf
iDafn aMdr.
gurUu gRMQ qoN bfhr nhIN kdy jFdf, qFhINEN rVkdf jfpy jhFn
aMdr.
Pqvy jfrI krfAuNx leI vFg pihlF, isr joV iPr bihxy sLYqFn
aMdr]13]
kyhf rlf aWj pMQ ivWc pf idWqf, CWzI sWc dI nF pihcfx ieWQy.
cor bxgy pMQ dy cODrI qy, guMzI rMn qF bxI pRDfn ieQy.
pMQ leI jo Gflxf Gfl mrdy, dvy kOm nF kdy snmfn ieWQy.
ijAuNdy hoey nUM pMQ coN Cyk idMdy, mrn ipWCoN hI isWKI c’ ilafx
ieWQy]14]
guru leI jo syvf gurbKsL isMG qoN, eysy syvf ny prAupkfr bxnf.
byVI PsI mMJDfr coN kWZxy leI, nvyN XuWg leI ieWk llkfr
bxnf.
afAuNx vflIaF nslF leI ienHF ilKqF, Koj krn leI cfnx
munfr bxnf.
gWl sWc dI qurI jd hr pfsy, bygmpurf iPr sfrf sMsfr
bxnf]15]
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Following May Be Ordered From The Sikh Center Roseville
201 Berkeley Ave, Roseville, CA 95678
Books by Gurbakhsh Singh Kala Afghana available from Sikh Center Roseville:
1. Seven volume set of “Bipran Ki Reet Ton Sach Da Maarag” Bheta U.S. $ 10.00 per volume. (May be ordered individually)
2. One volume “Maas Maas Kar Moorakh Jhagre” Bheta U.S. $ 10.00 (Temporarily out of stock)
3. Bachittar Natak– Bheta U.S. $10.00
Note: Items 1,2, and 3 combined please add U.S. $ 10.00 for postage. For individual volumes please add $3 for postage.
Please make checks payable to KTF of N.A. Inc.
Books by Gurbakhsh Singh Kala Afghana available in India:
4. Harmeet Singh 768, Chabi Ganj, Kashmiri Gate, Delhi-110006. Tel: 011-22153616, 23974543
5. Giani Surjit Singh Missionary. 44, Mehar Chand Market, Lodhi Colony, New Delhi- 110003. Tel: 011-24621245, 24652977
6. Inderbir Singh H. No. 4321 A, Gali No. 4, Ranjitpura, P.O. Khalsa College, Amritsar. Tel: 98146-45805, 0183-2228572
7. Jasbir Kaur w/o Kehar Singh, Chandigarh, Tel: 0172-793920, 94171-06213
Others Books available from Sikh Center Roseville:
8. Sikh Religion and Christianity, author G.S. Sidhu, UK.
] Bheta $5.00 including postage
9.Sikh Relgion and Islam, authors G.S. Sidhu and Gurmukh Singh, UK.] for both
10. Teaching Sikh Heritage To The Youth, author Dr. Gurbakhsh Singh. Bheta $5.00, including postage. For bulk copies please
write to Canadian Sikh Study and Teaching Society #108, 1083 SE Kent St. Vancouver, B.C. V5X4V9, Canada.
11.“Sikhs in Hisotry” by Dr. Sangat Singh, Paper Back, Bheta $10.00, Hard Back, Bheta $15.00, including postage.
12. Gurbani CD and SGPC publications FREE. We pay the postage.
13. dsm gRNQ inrxYY Y, igAwnI Bwg isNG, ANbwlw] Bheta $10.00 including postage
Books available from other sources:
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Avtar Singh Dhami, 3336 Bridge Road, Hayward, CA 94545. Various titleson Religious books, including publications of
Missionary College Ludhiana.
Thanks to S. Avtar Singh Dahami, Dr. Sahib Singh’s ‘Sri Guru Granth Sahib Darpan’ is now on: www.gurugranthdarpan.com
Being and Becoming a Sikh, by Dr. I.J.Singh, 2414 Capri Place, North Bellmore, NY <ijs1@nyu.edu> $15.00 US Incl Postage
The Divine Truth & The Spiritual Power, by Harsimran Singh, 139 Glen Street, Glen Cove, NY 11542, www.divinepower.org
Gurbani Researcher (CD) Dr. Joginder Singh Ahluwalia, 1930 Francisco Way, Richmond, Ca 94805 $25.00
Guru Granth Sahib- French Translation: Jarnail@sympatico.ca

Your kind donations are used to print religious literature and this Bulletin.
Khalsa Tricentennial Foundation of North America Inc.
The Sikh Center Roseville
Gurdwara Sahib Roseville
201 Berkeley Ave
Roseville, CA 95678
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